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A computational model for a resonantly coupled alpha free-piston Stirling cooler
is presented. The cooler consists of two isothermal working spaces for compression and
expansion connected by a regenerator consisting of a stack of narrow parallel channels.
The regenerator is assumed to have a linear temperature distribution along its axial
direction and the working fluid is taken as an ideal gas. Control volume analysis is
adapted in this model, in which each of the components of the cooler is considered a
separate control volume. The compression piston is given a predetermined motion to
provide the work needed by the cooler. The expansion piston and the gas trapped
between the piston and the walls of the expansion cylinder are modeled as a mass,
spring, and damper system. The motion of the compression piston generates a pressure
difference across the cooler, and forces the working fluid to pass through the
regenerator. The expansion piston responds to the pressure in its space according to
Newton's second law of motion. The motion of the expansion piston is governed by the
forces originating from the pressure and the cold side gas spring and dash-pot. In this
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cooler system.
A definition for the coefficient of performance (COP) that considers the heat
transfer by conduction through the material making up the regenerator is introduced.
This definition of the COP reflects the dependence of the cooler's performance on the
length of the regenerator. From a systematic variation of this regenerator length, an
optimal value can be found for a given set of operating parameters.
Conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy along with ideal gas
relations are used to form a set of equations fully describing the motion of the pistons
and the thermal state of the cooler. A marching-in-time technique with a Runge-Kutta
scheme of the fourth order is adapted to integrate the equation of motion. The plots of
the motion of the pistons, the pressure-volume diagrams of the workspaces and the COP
plots are provided to describe the cooler behavior.°Copyright by Majed Mualla H. Al-Hazmy
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1.Introduction
A Stirling machine is a mechanical device that operates on a closed regenerative
thermodynamic cycle with cyclic compression and expansion of the working fluid at
different temperature levels. Stirling machines consist essentially of two spaces at
different temperatures. These spaces are connected with a regenerator, which is a heat
exchanger recycling a major part of the energy from one cycle to another by alternately
rejecting and absorbing heat to and from the working fluid. Each working space is,
generally, a piston-in-cylinder arrangement and should, during operation, be in contact
with one of two thermal reservoirs across which the machine operates. The Stirling
thermodynamic cycle is similar to the Carnot cycle in performing the compression and
expansion during isothermal processes. This feature along with energy recycling by the
regenerator allows the performance of Stirling machines to approach that of the Carnot
ideal.
Stirling cycle machines as both engines and coolers have been designed and
used for more than a century. The available literature shows that several attempts were
made to line-out general rules for analytically predicting the performance of these
machines as affected by various design and operation parameters. All of these models
are based on simplifying assumptions necessary to make them mathematically
workable, but at the same time, the assumptions distance the results from accurately2
matching the actual process. The degree to which the results deviate from reality
depends on the number and type of these simplifying assumptions.
Computational modeling, if done properly, is among the most successful tools
for evaluating any proposed design. Analysis of Stirling machines is very difficult since
there are many complex and strongly coupled mechanical processes taking place inside
them. Mathematically modeling this complex process, numerically calculating the
performance of these machines, and professionally presenting them in a form of a
meaningful result is not an easy task. Furthermore making these models simple, direct
and producible in short computational times is a challenging problem.
Modeling of Stirling machines began with engines having kinematic linkages
that control the motion of the two pistons. So it was the custom, in old computational
models, to assume the shape of the motion of the pistons and carry out the calculation of
the machine performance by describing what happens to the working fluid. This
custom, inherited from previous models, is sometimes mistakenly used in modeling
free-piston machines. The two pistons in the free-piston Stirling machine should move
freely and independently. In free-piston Stirling coolers, specifically, one of the pistons
can be set into a specific known motion to provide the work input to the cooler and the
second piston must be allowed to move according to the dynamics and thermal state of
the cooler system.
The present study develops both an algorithm and a model to describe the
operation of Stirling machines. It also studies the effects of various operational and
design conditions on the performance. From the many possible configurations for a3
Stirling machine, a Resonantly Coupled Alpha Free-Piston Stirling (RCAS) cooler is
chosen in this study for its practical advantages. Among these are simplicity in
construction, long operational life, and good prospects for miniaturization. Self-
starting, quiet operation and the ability to operate at high frequencies are additional
advantages. The Alpha configuration has two pistons in separate cylinders that are
connected in series with a regenerator. Free-piston Stirling machines do not use any
mechanical linkages to control the dynamics of the machine, rather the working fluid is
used to couple the motion of the pistons.
The algorithm developed here uses, for the first time, a method that couples the
dynamics of the moving pistons to the thermodynamics of the Stirling machine. This is
done by allowing the expansion piston to respond resonantly to the pressure in its
working space according to Newton's second law of motion. The pressure in each
working space depends on the thermal state of the working fluid in that space. The
thermal state of the working space is defined by its volume (given by the location of the
working piston), and the pressure, temperature and mass of the working fluid occupying
it. In this way there is no need to assume the motion of the expansion piston, as it has
been done in the majority of the work available in the literature of Stirling machines.
Rather, the model determines this motion based on the operating conditions of the
machine. To accomplish this goal the model treats the expansion piston and the
working fluid as a mass, spring, and damper system. The spring is representation for
the behavior of the gas trapped between the walls of the expansion cylinder and the
backside of the moving piston. The damping mechanism, which could be an electrical
generator, affects the motion of the piston. However, it provides a way to remove the4
expansion work produced by the motion of the piston and deliver it outside the
expansion space. The piston moves as a result of the net force of pressure caused by the
working fluid in the expansion space, spring, and damping mechanism.
The present model uses the coefficient of performance (COP) as the quantity
capturing the effects of various design and operation conditions on the performance of
the cooler. Careful understanding of the regenerator characteristics is needed in order to
study the relation between its size and cooler performance. The regenerator
effectiveness is, in general, less than 100%. This non-perfect regeneration affects the
temperature of the working fluid leaving the regenerator, so the temperature of the fluid
entering the expansion space will be higher than the expansion space temperature. This
places an additional thermal load on the cold side of the cooler. Similarly, the
temperature of the working fluid entering the compression space is lower than the
compression space temperature. In this latter case part of the heat that is supposed to be
rejected will be used in heating this amount of working fluid. The regenerator has also
two other effects on the performance of the cooler. The first one is the pressure drop
caused by the fluid friction when it passes through the regenerator. The second is that
the material making up the walls of the regenerator furnishes a path for heat transfer to
occur by conduction between the two sides of the cooler. The pressure drop determines
the flow rate of the working fluid through the regenerator. The heat leakage through the
regenerator is another heat load on the cold side of the cooler. Since each of these three
effects (pressure drop, heat leakage and non-perfect regeneration) influences the
performance of the cooler, and since each effect depends on the length of the
regenerator, they define the basic mechanisms of miniaturizing the machine. So when5
these effects are accounted for, the model can be used to determine the optimum length
of the regenerator that would give the highest performance for a given set of operation
conditions.
A parallel plate channel configuration is used to model the regenerator. This
model is ideal for regenerators fashioned from parallel channels, spiral wound foils or
micro pipes, but it is not the best choice for regenerators formed by packed screens or
porous structures. This configuration of the regenerator passage allows the model to
mathematically evaluate the pressure drop across the machine and to calculate the mass
flow rate of the working fluid in the regenerator passage. Regenerator effectiveness
based on the dimensions of the flow channels and the properties of the fluid is used to
evaluate the temperature of the fluid leaving the regenerator. The heat transfer by
conduction through the material making up the regenerator can be theoretically
evaluated in such a configuration.
The algorithm starts the simulation of the operation of the RCAS cooler by
giving the compression piston a known motion. This motion determines the volume
and the pressure in the compression space and forces the working fluid to pass through
the regenerator. By following the working fluid as it undergoes several processes when
traveling from one side of the cooler to the other, the thermal state in each part of the
machine can be evaluated. Once the thermal state (mass of the working fluid, volume,
pressure and temperature) is defined, the forces operating on the expansion piston can
be determined. Newton's second law of motion can be used to determine the motion of
the expansion piston. After determining the motion of the expansion piston, the energy6
quantities representing the processes taking place in the cooler are evaluated and the
coefficient of performance (COP) is calculated. The model is based on control volume
analysis in which each of the cooler components is considered a separate control
volume. This reduces the time needed for model calculations. Control volume analysis
allows this model, which is developed primarily for the alpha configuration, to be easily
adapted for any configuration of Stirling machine. The values of heat and work
energies flowing in or from the different parts of the system can be calculated using the
first law of thermodynamics separately in each control volume. Conservation laws of
mass, momentum and energy along with ideal gas relations are used to derive a coupled
set of differential and algebraic equations that fully describe the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the cooler. A Runge-Kutta numerical scheme and trapezoidal rule
for integration are used to solve the system of equations and to evaluate the needed
energy quantities.7
2. Background and Literature Review
The name "Stirling machine" came into existence in the 1940's about one
hundred and thirty years after the invention of the first machine of its kind by Robert
Stirling in 1815. The first machine by R. Stirling was designed as a "hot air" engine,
(shown in Fig. 2.1) which is the first known device to operate according to what is now
called the Stirling thermodynamic cycle. Since then, design and performance of
machines operating on similar principles to that of Stirling's first machine have received
considerable attention from both the academic and the industrial communities.
Figure 2.1: Stirling first machine (Walker and Senft (1984))8
The history of Stirling machines is full of remarkable turning points in which
major changes in machine configuration and operation methods took place. This history
starts from Stirling's first machine, which was a heavy bulky engine, to the small sizes
(few inches) of modern fluid pumps and coolers. This technology is still progressing to
a promising future. The first major modern contribution to this field was in 1930's by
Philips Electrical Company in the Netherlands. A small (6 inches long) power generator
was developed. It was a small, thermally activated, power generator that replaced heavy
power generators available at that time (Walker et al. (1994)). Thirty years later
William Beal of Ohio University designed the first free-piston engine; an engine that
uses the working fluid to couple the motion of the different parts of the engine instead
of mechanical components such as crank shafts and connecting rods (Urieli and
Berchowitz (1984)). Recently in the 1990's a miniaturized Stirling machine entered the
field of biomedical application when a design proposal for an artificial heart was
presented by the McDonnal-Douglas company (Walker et al. (1994)). Power
generation, heating, cooling and refrigeration are among the many other fields where
Stirling machines have been used. In the present chapter a quick review of the
thermodynamics and some of the available analytical models are presented.
2.1Thermodynamics of Stirling Cycles
The ideal Stirling thermodynamic cycle has similarities to the Carnot cycle. It
consists of a sequence of reversible processes while exchanging heat with two thermal9
reservoirs along isothermal processes. The regenerative nature of the cycle and the
reversible characteristic of its processes made the thermal efficiency (and the coefficient
of performance) equal to that attained by the Carnot cycle. A description of the ideal
cycle and a comparison with the Carnot cycle are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.1Ideal Stirling Cycle
Figure 2.2 shows pressure-volume (P-V) and temperature-entropy (T-S)
diagrams for an ideal Stirling cycle operating between high temperature TH and low
temperature TL. The cycle consists of four internally reversible processes. These
processes are isothermal compression between states (1) and (2) at TH, constant volume
(isometric) cooling from state (2) to state (3), isothermal expansion between states (3)
and (4) at TL, and isometric heating from state (4) to state (1). The isometric cooling
and heating are processes characterized by perfect regeneration; that is, heat transfer
between states (2) and (3) will be used in the process between (4) and (1) with no losses.
Accordingly, the heat transfer between the cycle and its surroundings will take place
during the isothermal processes. As a consequence, the efficiency and coefficient of
performance of this ideal cycle are the same as those of the ideal Carnot cycle.V.
nunV V.
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Figure2.2:Ideal Stirling cycle
2.1.2Stirling and Carnot Cycles
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Figure2.3shows the P-V and the T-S diagrams of a Stirling cycle(1-2-3-4),
operating between high temperatureTHand low temperatureTL.The maximum and
minimum volumes are denoted by V. and Vmin, respectively. The Carnot cycle (5-2-
6-4)operating between the same thermal limits is superimposed over the Stirling cycle.V
T
3
Figure 2.3: Carnot and Stirling ideal cycles
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The major difference between the two cycles is the process along which heating
and cooling occur. In the Carnot cycle, cooling and heating take place along isentropic
processes, where as in the Stirling cycle they occur along constant volume processes.
This difference provides to the Stirling cycle an advantage which is the ability to
produce more work than the Carrot cycle with the same overall efficiency. The shaded
area (1-5-4) in the P-V plot of Fig. 2.3 is the additional obtainable work using a Stirling
cycle. Similarly, the shaded area (2-3-6) shown in the T-S plot is the additional heat
lifted.12
2.2Stirling Machines
A Stirling machine is a mechanical device operating on a closed regenerative
thermodynamic cycle where cyclic compression and expansion of the working fluid at
different temperature levels takes place. The essential elements of a Stirling machine
include two spaces at different temperatures. These spaces are coupled through a
regenerative heat exchanger. Each working space is in contact with one of the two
thermal reservoirs across which the machine works. For a Stirling refrigerator the work
input and the heat rejection takes place in the compression space while the heat input
will be absorbed during the expansion process. The flow of the working fluid between
the working spaces is controlled by their volume changes, i.e., there are no valves. The
regenerative nature of the cycle enhances the machine's performance, and the absence
of valves reduces its mechanical complexity.
2.2.1Configurations and Classifications
Stirling machines have been designed in a variety of configurations to serve
different applications. Kirkely in 1962 classified Stirling engines depending on the
number of cylinders they have and the location of the moving elements. Three general
groups resulted; 1.) Alpha, 2.) Beta, and 3.) Gamma. Alpha machines consist of two
pistons moving in separate cylinders with a regenerator connecting the two cylinders.
Beta and Gamma machines use displacer-piston arrangements. Both the piston and the
displacer move in the same cylinder in the Beta engines, but they move in different13
cylinders in the Gamma engine. Beta and Gamma configurations are also referred to as
piston-displacer machines in one or two cylinders. A schematic diagrams for each of
the three configurations are shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of Stirling machines (Uriele and Berchowitz (1984))14
The Alpha configuration has been used mainly for automotive applications. The
main advantage of this arrangement is its high specific power output. The Beta
configuration is the classic design of a Stirling engine (Stirling's original machine is a
Beta configuration). The advantage of this configuration is the ability to reduce the gas
leakage from the system. The Gamma configuration, also known as the split Stirling,
has been utilized in miniaturized machines; one cylinder is attached to the application,
while the second cylinder is located a short distance away. This configuration can yield
a design with fewer restrictions and lower vibration levels at the point of cooling.
The driving method is another way Stirling machines can be classified.
Kinematic and free-piston drives are the two broad categories. Kinematic drives use a
series of mechanical elements such as cranks, connecting rods, and flywheels to control
the volume variations in the two working spaces. Free-piston drives use the flow of the
working fluid to control the volume variations of the working spaces where no
mechanical linkages are needed.
2.2.2Ideal and Practical Stirling Machines
In an ideal Stirling machine all processes are reversible including compression
and expansion which are assumed to be isothermal. The regeneration is also considered
perfect. Moreover, all the working fluid must be either in the compression or the
expansion working space during operation; it can't be in both spaces at the same time.15
There are no thermal or mechanical losses, and the two pistons must move in a
discontinuous manner.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of how an ideal machine would work. Two
opposed pistons are contained in a very smooth cylinder. The cylinder is divided into
three parts with the middle being the regenerator, the expansion space is on one side and
the compression space is on the other. Each working space is maintained at constant
temperature at which heat transfer with the environment takes place. If the machine
works as a refrigerator, the compression space would be thermally connected to the high
temperature reservoir. However if the machine works as a heat engine, the expansion
space would be connected to the high temperature reservoir.16
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Figure 2.5: Operation of ideal Stirling machines (Walker (1983))
In order to explain the operation of an ideal cycle, the machine given in the
example above must be started. The P-V and T-S diagrams of the operation of such a
machine will be identical to Fig. 2.2. To start the cycle, the expansion space piston is
kept stationary and the compression piston is allowed to move toward the regenerator,
the volume of the compression space will decrease to Vinin in Fig. 2.2 and the pressure
will increase. Since compression is isothermal, heat QH shown by the rectangle 1 -2 -s2-
s1 (equivalent to the work input) must be rejected.17
Now, cooling takes place during the isometric process. In this process, the two
pistons move simultaneously to keep the volume of the working fluid constant. As the
working fluid passes through the regenerator, heat will transfer from the working fluid
to the regenerator material. Perfect regeneration makes the temperature of the working
fluid entering the expansion space TL.
Next, expansion occurs while the compression piston is kept stationary. This is
caused by the expansion piston moving toward the direction of increasing volume.
When the expansion volume reaches Vmax, the pressure will reach its minimum level.
Also, heat QL given by the rectangle 4-3-s3-s4, will be absorbed from the low
temperature surroundings.
To complete the cycle, both pistons will move simultaneously to force the
working fluid to flow back through the regenerator to the compression space. During
this process the working fluid will be heated to a temperature of TH. The motion of the
two pistons during operation is shown in Fig. 2.6. It can be seen that the best
approximation for this motion is two sinusoids with 90° phase-lag.18
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Figure 2.6: Motion of pistons in an ideal Stirling machine (Organ (1987))
The operation of a practical Stirling machine is markedly different than that of
the ideal machines. These differences appear in the motion of the pistons, the shape of
the work diagrams, the pressure drop between the two working spaces, and the non-
isothermal operation of the machine as well as the non-perfect regeneration. The
pistons in the practical machine move with continuous motion instead of the
discontinuous motion of the ideal machine. This difference is the major departure from
the ideal machine operation and it affects all the processes in the cycle. Figure 2.7
shows the work diagrams of a practical machine. These diagrams are rounded with no
sharp corners.19
The flow friction in the regenerator causes a pressure drop between the two
working spaces, hence the amplitude of the pressure variation in the expansion space of
a practical Stirling refrigerator will be less than that of the pressure variation in the
compression space. This pressure drop decreases the net output and the efficiency of
the practical engine, and also reduces the cooling capacity and the coefficient of
performance (COP) of a practical refrigerator.
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Figure 2.7: Typical pressure-volume diagram of a practical machine
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It is difficult to achieve isothermal compression and expansion since it requires
either attaining infinite heat transfer rates or operating the machine at a very low speed.20
This effect is an important reason preventing practical Stirling machines from reaching
the performance of the Carnot ideal. All practical regenerators have less than 100%
effectiveness. This non-perfect regeneration affects the temperature of the working
fluid entering the working spaces. The fluid entering the expansion space will have a
temperature higher than that of the working space placing an additional heat load on the
cold side of the cooler. Similarly, the fluid entering the compression space will have a
temperature lower than that of the compression space.
2.2.3 Free-Piston Stirling Machines
The free-piston configuration is the most promising arrangement of a practical
Stirling machine. These devices are resonant systems in which the working fluid is the
only means needed to couple the two reciprocating elements of the machine. Physical
linkages are not used in these machines and pistons rely only on the gas pressure in their
motion. The dynamics and thermodynamics of the free-piston machines are strongly
coupled. William Beal designed the first free-piston Stirling engine in the 1960's.
Since then, they have become the focus of research for many different applications.
As any other device, free-piston machines have their advantages and
disadvantages. Simplicity and the ability to operate at constant frequency are among the
advantages. Self-starting is another advantage. When the temperature difference across
the machine exceed a certain point, any small arbitrary perturbation will start the
system. Weight reduction and absence of major mechanical stress on the cylinders are a21
direct result of the absence of the mechanical linkages. The principal disadvantage of
the free-piston machine is simply the lack of a rotating shaft, which complicates the
power transmission to or from the machine. The high precision machining needed for
constructing these machines is another disadvantage.
2.3Computational Models of Stirling Cycle Machines
Computational models for Stirling machines are available with varying levels of
mathematical complexity. According to the published literature in the Stirling
technology, these models are classified into four different orders of modeling. The
order of modeling is simply determined by the complexity of the analysis and the
number of idealizing assumptions employed to approximate the physical process.
2.3.1 Zeroth Order Models
The zeroth order refers to highly idealized models, which are based on simple
calculations to determine the size, output or efficiency of a Stirling machine. These
models are used for preliminary planning purposes. The first known model of this order
is the simple equation presented by W. Beal in 1970, to determine the power output of a
Stirling machine. This equation simply stated that,
power output = empirical constantx power piston swept volume
engine speed x mean cycle pressurextemperature ratio22
Later, Walker (1979) presented an attempt to postulate the elementary 'rules of
thumb' for Stirling engines. Guidelines for the calculation of power output, thermal
efficiency, pressure ratio, work dependency and cost were given. Walker's study was
based on Beal's equation shown above.
Reader and Taylor (1980) presented an algorithm for the preliminary design of a
Stirling engine heater. The given algorithm enables the basic dimensions of a heater to
be calculated. The algorithm is made of several self-contained calculation sequences
that may be used in different ways to obtain the basic design parameters. The algorithm,
with some adjustment, can be used to design the different parts of a Stirling machine's
components. The gas volume, gas temperature and pressure drop in the engine, are
among the possible outputs of the algorithm. The full set of equations and the computer
code used by the authors were not given, however, the structure of the algorithm was
fully discussed.
2.3.2First Order Models
First order models are those of a closer approximation to the way a real Stirling
machine would work. The first model of this order was proposed by Schmidt in 1971
(Walker and Senft (1984)) and had set the fundamental assumptions of modeling which
consists of the following four idealizations
i) The working fluid is an ideal gas,23
ii) The mass of the gas in the engine working space is constant,
iii) The instantaneous gas pressure is constant through out the working space,
iv) The working space consists of isothermal regions,
v) The piston and displacer move sinusoidally (Walker and Senft (1984)).
Models based on these assumptions are mathematically solvable and their results
can be used as a basic guide to the design of Stirling machines. The basic analysis of
models of this order in expanded forms can be found in many Stirling texts such as
Reader and Hooper (1983) and Urieli and Berchowitz (1984).
Berchowitz et al. (1977) presented a mathematical model for a Stirling machine.
The motion of the pistons was assumed to be sinusoidal. The working spaces were
assumed to be isothermal and the working fluid was considered an ideal gas. The
pressure in each working space was calculated from the ideal gas relations. Pressure
was considered to be a wave that would experience a phase lag and an amplitude drop.
The phase lag comes from the time needed for information propagation along the
machine, and the amplitude drop is due to fluid friction. It was shown that both these
effects are functions of the operating speed of the machine. Closed form solutions were
given and comparison was made with the results of other ideal models.
West (1980) presented an analytical solution for a Stirling machine with an
adiabatic cylinder. An analytical, closed form expression for the output of the engine24
with adiabatic cylinders was derived. The basic ideal gas relations were used to obtain
the gas pressures as well as the work output as a function of working space gas volume.
The derived equation predicts the minimum temperature difference below which no net
power is possible.
2.3.3Second Order Models
Models with a higher level of complexity and less idealization than the first
order are considered to be of the second order. Deviations from the first order
assumptions can be made by performing one or more of the following modifications
i) Diminishing at least one of the assumptions set by first order models,
ii) Modifying one or more of the assumptions of the first order,
iii) Introducing a correction factor to account for the idealization of the first
order model.
The first known model of this order was presented by Smith and his coworker in
the1960's(Walker et al.(1994)).Another model was presented by Martini(1978),
based on Schmidt's calculations (Schmidt's model is a third order model to be
mentioned later).
Lee(1981)presented an analysis program to predict the power and efficiency of
a Stirling engine. The analysis was based on an adiabatic cylinder process and includes25
a correction for the losses due to the cyclic heat transfer mechanism inside the cylinders
as well as various other losses including pressure drop, heat leakage in the regenerator,
and mechanical friction losses. A comparison between the program's results against
higher order analysis was given and shown to be of a reasonable accuracy for the
proposed model.
Adriano De Circco (1983) presented a mathematical approach to the analysis of
Stirling engines. Basic conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy were used to
obtain a set of differential equations describing the system. The mathematical model
consisted of differential equations with the boundary conditions represented by non-
linear algebraic equations. The solution of these equations gave the values of heat
transfer and pressure drop between different parts of the engine.
Organ (1987) presented an analytical thermodynamic design of a Stirling cycle
machine. Basic thermodynamic relations for reversible unsteady processes were applied
to calculate the ideal work output of the cycle. The instantaneous rate of available work
loss and the work output of a real cycle were obtained. Maps for thermodynamic
performance of a Stirling machine were given and comparison with practical Philips
engines was presented.26
2.3.4 Third Order Models
Third order modeling is the term applied to the highest computational level of
analyzing the behavior of Stirling machines. In these models a complete understanding
and representation of both the mechanics and the thermo-fluid processes of the Stirling
machine system are needed. The three basic conservation laws of mass, momentum,
and energy along with Newton's second law of motion are used to obtain a set of
differential equations describing the entire system. Models of this order have different
degrees of complexity, which come from the very few idealizations in the physics of the
processes taking place during machine operation.
Finkelstien (1967) developed the first successful third order model for a Stirling
engine. In this model, a system of partial differential equations was derived for the
cyclic variation with time and position of the temperature and pressure of the working
fluid. Later, Finkelstien (1975) presented a more rigorous analysis of the operation of
Stirling machines. His digital simulation calculated the relevant performance
parameters of a Stirling engine such as the overall and component efficiencies, cyclic
power and heat flow, and also gave the time history of temperature, speed, torque and
heat flow. In his two models, Finkelstien broke down both the gas system and the
machine structure into individual control volumes. Each zone (control volume) was
assumed to have a uniform temperature. Conservation laws of mass and energy were
written and solved between every two adjacent zones.27
Lareson (1982) presented computer programs to analyze the Stirling cycle
engine using the characteristic dynamic energy equations. The basic equations of
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy were used to describe the physical
phenomena in a Stirling engine. The method of characteristics for solving hyperbolic
partial differential equations was applied to solve the system of equations. This method
used intermediate variables to define the relations (characteristics) that could be used to
transform the partial differential equations to ordinary differential equations.
Urieli and Berchowitz (1984) presented the most famous model for Stirling
engines. In their book "Stirling Cycle Engine Analysis," they presented first, second
and third order models for different practical cycles. Complete theoretical analyses for
each modeling level were given. In the third order model, the complete differential
equations of continuity, momentum, energy and the state of the working gas were
derived. In particular the energy equation included kinetic energy terms whilst the
momentum equation included the effects of working gas acceleration. Heat leakage and
longitudinal conduction in the machine walls were accounted for and due regard was
taken of the working gas instantaneous properties, local friction factors, and local heat
transfer coefficients. The resulting set of non-linear partial differential equations was
solved. The simulation results of a typical engine, including the efficiency and the
indicated power, were presented.28
2.4 Experimental work at OSU
Research in Stirling coolers at Oregon State University (OSU) started a few
years ago by developing a new type of Stirling heat pump (or cooler) that only has two
moving parts and requires no expensive machining work. The device is based on
concepts being developed at OSU to overcome some of the traditional problems
associated with Stirling machines. These concepts should allow a variety of heat
pumping and cooling needs to be met over a large useful temperature range.
Furthermore, the new device could be employed for small cooling applications, e.g.
sensors and instruments operating at cryogenic temperatures.
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Fig. 2.8: Schematic of RCAS cooler (Sripakagorn (1997))29
The experimental work that is concurrent with this study was performed by P.
Sripakagorn (1997). The objective of the experimental investigation was to develop a
Resonantly Coupled Alpha Free-Piston Stirling cooler (RCAS) capable of reaching 0 °C
in the cold side of the cooler and experimentally determine the frequency and the phase
response of the RCAS cooler. The apparatus used in the experiment, shown in Fig. 2.8,
has an alpha configuration. The compression and expansion spaces are stainless steel
bellows. The bellows are made of rippled stainless steel diaphragms welded together to
form a cylindrical bellows. The energy input to the cooler was provided by moving the
hot side bellows in an oscillatory motion. A voice coil actuator was used to supply this
motion. A function generator and a power amplifier were used to control the frequency
and magnitude of the oscillatory motion. The regenerator used in the experimental
study was a staked fine wire mesh. The amplitude and the phase-shift response of the
expansion bellows were reported for different operating conditions with two different
working fluids (Air and Helium).30
3. Model and Analysis
In this chapter a model for the operation of a Resonantly Coupled Alpha Free-
Piston Stirling Cooler (RCAS) is presented. The Alpha configuration has two pistons in
separate cylinders that are connected in series with a regenerator. Free-piston machines
depend on the working fluid to couple the motion of the two pistons, and do not use any
mechanical linkages. The model assumes,
1.) isothermal working spaces,
2.) a linear temperature distribution along the regenerator,
3.) the working fluid is taken to be an ideal gas and,
4.) complete mixing in the working spaces.
The present model is based on a control volume analysis, in which each
component of the cooler (the regenerator and each working space) is considered a
separate control volume. This model can be classified as second order since it simulates
the processes in actual machines, utilizes very few assumptions, and uses a linear model
for the effects of the gas spring and damping mechanism. This model can be used to
study the relation between the dynamics and the thermodynamics of RCAS coolers, and
to study the effects of reducing the regenerator size on the performance of the cooler.
Moving the compression piston in a predetermined motion provides the work
input to the cooler. This motion generates a pressure difference across the cooler and31
forces the working fluid to pass through the regenerator. The expansion piston responds
to the pressure change in its space according to Newton's second law of motion. In this
way the dynamics of the moving pistons will be coupled to the thermodynamics of the
cooler.
The coefficient of performance (COP) of the cooler is chosen to represent the
effect of various design and operational parameters on the performance of the cooler.
The definition of the COP takes into consideration the heat conduction through the
material making up the regenerator passage. With this effect accounted for in the
model, the cooler performance obtained by the definition of the cooler COP can be
examined as a function of the regenerator length.
3.1Model Development
Figure 3.1 shows a typical Stirling cooler consisting of two working spaces of
different temperatures. The compression space is at temperature Tc while the expansion
space is at temperature Te. Each working space is a piston-in-cylinder arrangement
where the strokes of the compression and expansion spaces are labeled 1c and le,
respectively, and the cross-sectional area for both the spaces is fixed at A. The third
component of the cooler is a regenerator consisting of a stack of parallel channels of
width br, depth wr, and length lr separating the two working spaces. The walls of the
regenerator have a linear temperature distribution along their length. The working fluid
flows between the two working spaces through the regenerator where it exchanges heat
with the regenerator walls. The compression piston is given a predetermined sinusoidalmotion as a way to provide the work input to the cooler. The cooler will lift the heat
load from its cold side as a result of the fluid expansion in the expansion space.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic for Stirling Cooler
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To analyze the dynamics and the thermodynamics of the cooler, a control
volume analysis is used. In this analysis, the system of the cooler is divided into three
control volumes, each working space is a separate control volume and the regenerator is
a control volume by itself. Conservation laws of mass and energy are applied to each
control volume separately.33
3.1.1The Compression Space
The working fluid in the compression space is assumed to be an ideal gas. The
compression work (the work input) to the cycle is provided by moving the compression
piston in a sinusoidal motion with an amplitude less than the stroke of the compression
cylinder and a frequency of any value, preferably near the natural frequency of the
mechanical arrangement of the expansion piston. The motion of the compression piston
at any time instant i can be given as,
.7 cc' = sin(cot` ) (3.1)
Where to is the frequency (in rad/sec) and a is a factor less than 1/2 to assure that the
piston will not touch the base of the compression cylinder and to keep the pressure
within moderate levels. The volume of the compression space at any instant i can be
evaluated as,
17: = As(2`+x) (3.2)
The pressure and temperature in the compression space can then be calculated from the
ideal gas relation as,
(3.3)mgi RT1 pci c c
Vci
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(3.4)
Where mg's is the mass of the working fluid in the compression space at instant i. The
ideal gas constant is R and n is the polytropic process constant.
3.1.2Flow in the Regenerator
The regenerator is modeled as a stack of narrow parallel channels transferring
the working fluid between the two working spaces. This model is ideal for regenerators
of parallel plate passages, spiral wound or micro channels, but it is not the best choice
for regenerators formed by packed screens or porous structures. As shown in Fig. (3.2)
the flow in each channel is assumed to be incompressible with constant properties
subjected to a periodic pressure generated in the compression space. The walls of the
regenerator have a linear temperature distribution in the axial direction given as,
(x) =+
(TCTe )x (3.5)Ts (x)
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Figure 3.2: Regenerator Channel
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The velocity profile and the mass flow rate in this classical fluid flow problem
can be easily obtained by solving the continuity and momentum equations. This
solution is described in many references like Schlichting (1950), White (1991) and
Kaviany (1990). The continuity equation will show that the flow velocity is a function
of the time and the transverse (y- direction) location only, and the momentum equation
will show that the pressure is a function of the axial location and time. Detailedsolution of this problem is explained in Appendix A. The velocity distribution can be
characterized by a kinetic Reynolds number defined as,
Rew=.11 cobr
2
2v
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(3.6)
In absence of gravitational effects three forces control the fluid flow: inertia force,
pressure force and viscous force. Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertia
forces to viscous forces. In the present problem, the inertia force is produced by the
sinusoidal (harmonic pulsating) motion of the compression piston with frequency 0).
The quantity (0)br) has units of velocity and can be considered as the flow reference
velocity, since it is the speed of propagation of the harmonic pulses in the fluid. Large
values of this Reynolds number means that the viscous force is being dominated by the
inertia force, hence the flow behaves similar to potential flow. But for very small
Reynolds numbers (Rem « 1.0), which is the case in the present model, the flow will be
controlled by viscous and pressure forces only, and it will behave as quasi static
Poiseuille flow. Even with very high operating frequency (co1 kHz), the value of Real
in very narrow channels (1),10 p.m) is less than unity. The velocity profile and mass
flow rate in the latter case is given by (Eq. (A.35) Appendix A),
I' 2
(y) = (3.7) ui
2411 br br
AmgiNePbr'ivr(Pc ) (3.8) =
12 11where N, is the number of channels in the regenerator.
The mass of the working fluid in both working spaces will change at every
instant i (the period of time between instants i and i+1 is h) by a Amg amount, and the
new masses in the expansion and compression spaces can be determined from
mel = mg: + Amg112
= mgeArne h
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(3.9)
The flow of the working fluid is accompanied by heat transfer between the walls
of the regenerator and the working fluid. This will affect the temperature of the
working fluid leaving the regenerator from both ends of the flow passage. An energy
balance may be applied to one channel of the regenerator to evaluate the temperature of
the working fluid when exiting the regenerator. The energy balance is applied
separately for each of the two flow directions, the first is where the fluid coming from
the expansion space enters the regenerator with temperature Te and exchanges heat with
the regenerator before it leaves to the compression space. The second is where the fluid
coming from the compression space enters the regenerator at temperature Te and
exchanges heat with the regenerator before it leaves to the expansion space.38
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Figure 3.3: Energy balance
Figure 3.3 shows an infinitesimal length dx of a regenerator channel with fluid
flowing in the direction from the expansion space to the compression space. An energy
balance on the fluid stream coming from the expansion side and going toward the
compression side may be written as,
Amgi Amgi
CpT` = CP gT e(xl + 2kowedx(Ts(x) Tgie(x))
N
pe x+dxN
(3.10)
where hc, is the convective heat transfer coefficient while Cp is the specific heat of the
working fluid at constant pressure. Then, rearranging similar terms in Eq. (3.10) gives,
d(X) ±1T;e(x) = --Ts(x)
dx L
T.; e(0) =Te
(3.11)39
Amg Cp
where L is a collection of the coefficients in Eq. (3.11) and is defined as L=
This parameter L can be taken as a quantity characterizing the length of the regenerator.
Substituting for the mass flow in one channel by its value given by Eq. (3.8) and by
multiplying and dividing by ( v kcobr), the quantity L can be rewritten in terms of
dimensionless groups as,
L r
b2APbr2co vPCpk
lr121.1co 2vkkfir
or in a more reduced form as,
LPrRe2, AP br
br Nu12,uco 1
(3.12)
where Pr and Nu are the Prandtl and Nusselt numbers, respectively, and is the
12,uco
ratio of the pressure force to the viscous force in the flow field.
Equation (3.11) is a first order linear ordinary differential equation with one
known initial condition. This equation must be solved in order to find the fluid
temperature at the regenerator exit. Substituting for the wall temperature by its
functional form given by Eq (3.5), the differential equation, Eq. (3.11), becomes,
1
dx
i
Te +
T x\
1
r
(3.13)The general solution of this differential equation is a linear combination of an
exponential and a linear function having the form,
Tge(x) =a, exp x)+a2x + a3 (
L1
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(3.14)
Where al, a2, and a3 are the constants of integration. The numerical value of each
constant can be evaluated by substituting this solution back into both the differential
equation and the initial condition. The particular solution can be found as,
Tge (x) 1+exp(--J (3.15)
This is the profile of the mean temperature of the fluid stream coming from the
expansion space and going toward the compression space.
Similarly, the mean temperature of the fluid stream coming from the
compression space and leaving to the expansion space can be found as,
Tgic(x)=Te+L x +1 exp(xlr (3.16)
The objective of this analysis is to evaluate the fluid temperature at the two sides
of the regenerator. These are the temperatures of the fluid entering the expansion space
Tge (lr) and entering the compression space Tge (0),Tgle(1,)=Tc F (TeTe
7;(0) = (TeTe
r
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(3.17)
The effectiveness of the regenerator, given by its classical definition as the ratio
of the temperature difference in one direction to the maximum possible temperature
difference across it, can now be written using Eq. (3.17) as,
Te1exp(±))}Te
rg., (4 )T
T
{ ir c
E =
TeTe (TTTe)
=1-L (1 expril
L r
3.1.3The Expansion Space
(3.18)
The working fluid in the expansion space is assumed to be an ideal gas, so the
pressure of the working fluid (before the piston moves to the next location) can be
calculated from the ideal gas relation,
_mg:IRT:
e Vi (3.19)
In order to obtain the new location of the piston in the expansion space (i.e., at
instant i+1,) the piston and the working fluid are modeled as a mass (me), spring (1(0,
and a damping mechanism (e.g. electrical generator) that has a damping coefficient of(c). This proposed model is shown in Fig. 3.5. The spring is a representation of the
behavior of the gas trapped between the backside of the piston and the walls of the
expansion cylinder. The damping mechanism is needed to remove the work produced
by the expansion piston and deliver it out side the expansion space. The values of the
spring constant and the damping coefficients are chosen according to the model
presented by Walker (1984) for gas springs, which gives the spring constant as,
y A2 k =P"
s 17,,0
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(3.20)
Where P0 is the average pressure in the working space and y is the specific heat ratio.
The same model gives the damping coefficient c as,
c = C.jners (3.21)
Where C is an arbitrary constant that can be determined experimentally.As (Peg)
Figure 3.4: The equivalent piston-gas model
Applying Newton's second law of motion to the piston model shown in Fig.
(3.5) gives,
d2
medt2xe=F
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(3.22)
Where xe is the location of the expansion piston at any instant, and IF is the summation
of the forces acting on the expansion space piston. These forces are spring force,
damping force, and pressure force. Equation (3.22) can be further written in a detailed
form as,
d2 d 7 As
2e ) e64" P )
dt dt C e o (3.23)44
li where con =
k
5.-- and= are the natural frequency of the piston and the non-
me 2k.17ne
dimensional damping coefficient, respectively.
Equation (3.23) must be integrated in order to obtain the location of the
expansion piston at each time instant. All the terms in this equation are linear in xe
except for the pressure in the expansion space Pe that depends non-linearly on the
location of the expansion piston xe in addition to the mass and the temperature of the
working fluid in the expansion space. A numerical scheme is needed to perform the
integration with pressure forces being evaluated in each time step. A Runge-Kutta
scheme of the fourth order is suitable for this purpose.
After knowing the location of the piston from the integration, the new volume of
the expansion space can be calculated as,
vei =A!7x: (3.24)
The new temperature and pressure can also be calculated from the ideal gas relations as,
n-1 =Ti-1( Ve)
Pi
mgi RT e
(3.25)
(3.26)45
Now, the properties of the working fluid at all the locations in the cooler system
are defined in addition to the location of the working space pistons. The only
assumptions made are for the model of the working fluid (incompressible flow in the
regenerator and ideal gas in the working spaces). The compression and expansion
process are modeled as general polytropic processes.
3.1.4Summary
The analysis presented in the previous sections can now be gathered to form an
algorithm to model the operation of the RCAS cooler. In summary, the steps of the
algorithm are as follows,
1) The simulation starts by defining the initial location of each piston,
defining the initial mass of the working fluid in each working space, and defining the
fluid temperature of each working space. Hence, the pressure within each working
space can be calculated.
2) The new location of the compression space piston is obtained from
Eq. (3.1),then the volume, temperature, and pressure of the compression space can be
obtained fromEqs.(3.2),(3.3)and(3.4).
3) The working fluid is then forced to flow between the two working spaces
due to the difference between their pressures. The mass flow during any time step of
the integration can be calculated usingEq. (3.8),and the new mass of the working fluid
in each working space can be evaluated fromEq. (3.9)46
4) The new values of the pressure in each working space are calculated
from Eq. (3.4) and (3.19).
5) Knowing the pressure in front of the expansion space piston and the
mass of the working fluid, the new location of the expansion piston can be found after
performing one step of the integration of Eq. (3.23).
6) The new location of the expansion space piston will determine both the
new volume and the new pressure in the expansion space. These quantities can be
evaluated using Eqs. (3.24) and (3.26).
7) Steps (1) through (6) can be repeated till the end of the simulation
period.
3.2Cooler's Performance Coefficient
For the present model the coefficient of performance (COP) of the cooler is the
chosen quantity capturing the effects of various design and operational parameters on
the cooler's performance. To form an appropriate definition for the COP, the schematic
diagram of the cooler is shown in Fig. (3.5). Operation is between two thermal
reservoirs of different temperatures where the compression space is attached to the high
temperature reservoir at Tc, and the expansion space is attached to the low temperature
reservoir at Te. The cooler will lift heat Qe during expansion and reject heat Q during
compression as a result of receiving compression work Wc. The heat conduction
through the material making up the regenerator Qk and the expansion work that is47
removed by the damping mechanism Wdb must be included in the COP definition in
order to consider their effects on the cooler performance. The work consumed by the
damping mechanism (e.g. electrical generator), under ideal conditions, could be
recycled to reduce the amount of work required to drive the compression piston.
Therefore the net work term used in the COP definition is given by the supplied work
offset by the energy removed by the damping mechanism. The heat conduction through
the regenerator can be considered as an additional heat loadon the cold side of the
cooler. Hence the two latter quantities will reduce the effective work supplied to the
cooler, and they will also reduce the net lifted heat from the low temperature reservoir.
Therefore, the cooler's COP can be defined as,
Qe
fi =
We Wdb
(3.27)
An easy way to evaluate the quantities appearing in the COP definition is to consider
each working space as a separate control volume as shown in Fig. 3.6.
From here until the end of the analysis the compression and expansion processes
are assumed to be isothermal. In each control volume the work done by or on the
working fluid is evaluated from its basic PV relation, then by applying anenergy
balance (the first law of thermodynamics) to each control volume, the amount of heat
transfer to or from each working space will be obtained.48
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Figure 3.5: Schematic for a Stirling cooler
3.2.1Work Supplied to the Cooler
The motion of the compression piston provides the work needed to drive the
cooler. During the compression process the supplied work can be evaluated as,
c5W, = PccIV, (3.28)
Similarly, an expression for the work produced during the expansion process can be
evaluated as,49
(5We= PodVe (3.29)
The third work term in the COP definition is for the expansion work that is
removed by the damping mechanism. This quantity can be easily obtained from the
fundamental relation of linear dampers given as,
8Wdb = Cdt
xeIdXe (3.30)
where c is the damping coefficient. By integrating Eq. (3.28) over one full compression
cycle, and integrating Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) over one full expansion cycle, all the work
terms can be obtained. A numerical integration scheme using the trapezoidal rule can
be used to perform these integrals.
3.2.2Heat Transfer during Compression and Expansion
The heat transfer from the compression space can be evaluated by applying the
first law of thermodynamics to the control volume of the working space. During
compression between the times (i) and (i +1), the rejected amount of heat can be
evaluated as,
Qic=(11:+1 Ujo)-FW: 11:n) (3.31)
Where Uci and Uci+' are the total internal energies (not specific values) of the fluid in
the compression space at instants i and i+1, respectively. Also, II:n and Ho., are the50
total enthalpies of the fluid entering and leaving the compression space. Since the mass
flow rate at any time i, Amg`, caneither be flowing in or flowing out of the
compression space, Eq. (3.31) may be written using the ideal gas relation as,
= Arne{CvT,C pT: } (3.32)
Where T: =Tg,(1,) if Arne > 0, and T: = Tc. if Amgi < 0. Integrating Eq. (3.32) over
one compression cycle gives the heat rejected during compression. A similar
expression for the heat lifted during the expansion process can be found by,
QQ= Anzgi{CvT, CpT:}K (3.33)
Where T: = Tg, (0) if Arne > 0, and Te* = Te if Amgi < 0. By integrating Eq. (3.33)
over one expansion cycle, the heat lifted from the cold reservoir at Te can be evaluated.
3.23Heat Conduction through the Regenerator
The regenerator, due to the non-zero thermal conductivity of its material and
from the finite thickness of its channel walls, may form a path for heat transfer by
conduction Qk between the two sides of the cooler. This heat transfer is the remaining
quantity in the definition of the cooler's COP given by Eq. (3.27). The heat conduction
Qk, can be evaluated from the heat conduction law using the regenerator temperature
distribution model. In rate form, the heat conducted through the regenerator is,dt
Qk .,--(Nr+1)(tr-w ){k(ThTc)
r
}
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(3.34)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the regenerator material and tr is the thickness of
the walls. Note that this gives (tr Wr) as the cross sectional area for heat transfer.
Integrating this quantity over one expansion cycle will give the total amount of heat
transferred by conduction to the expansion space during one operating cycle. This
value is given as,
Qk =2n, } 01 r-FlAthc W){kh
CO l
11
MA
Pe
mge gc
7
Amh ,cr ge c
H ingc
Figure 3.6: Schematic for the cooler with the heat transfer quantities
(3.35)
al Sin(cot)52
3.3The Computer Program
The model presented in the previous sections is compiled as a computer program
written in FORTRAN. The flow chart of the program is shown in Fig. (3.7). This
computer model consists of a main driving program and three subroutines for the input
parameters, cooler_ calculations and a Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme. The main program
consists of two similar stages of calculations, the first one is for the transient stage of
operation and the second is for the steady state operation. When steady state is reached,
the program performs the calculation of one full compression cycle and one full
expansion cycle. During the compression cycle, the work input and heat rejected are
calculated; while during expansion, the heat lifted, energy removed by the damping
system, and the heat conduction through the regenerator are calculated. Then the COP
of the cooler is obtained from the values calculated for the work and heat transfer.Set initial conditions: Xe, Xc, Pe, Pc, mge, Ingo
transient iterations.
Calculate the Forces on the expansion
piston.
Call RK4
4,
New, Xe, Xe, Pe, Pe, Ve, Vc,
(continued)
No
5354
Calculate the Forces on the expansion
piston.
Call RK4
New, Xe, Xe, Pe, Pc, Ve, Vc
Calculate Qe, Qe, Wc, Wb
Calculate COP
Stop
Figure 3.7: Flow chart of the computer code55
4. Results
In this chapter, the model results for various operating parameters are presented.
Two broad categories of results will be examined. First, the dynamics of the cooler will
be discussed. Second, the thermodynamics of the cooler and the resulting COP values
will be given. The motion of the expansion piston (both amplitude and phase shift) with
respect to the driving compression piston as a function of the operating frequency
demonstrates the dynamics of the cooler. The motion of the pistons and the mass flow
rate of the working fluid, all as functions of time, will also be presented to give a
complete description of the cooler dynamics.
The pressure-volume (P-V) diagrams of each working space are used to present
the thermodynamics of the cooler. The change in the mass of the working fluid in each
working space during operation is presented with the P-V diagrams. The heat lifted
from the expansion space and heat conduction through the material making up the
regenerator passage are also presented with this part of the results. The coefficient of
performance (COP) of the cooler can be used to evaluate the performance of any
proposed set of the operating and design parameters. The effects of the regenerator
length on the COP are discussed, and COP charts showing the optimum regenerator
length are presented.
The size of the each component in the cooler, the highest and lowest
temperatures of the cooler's cycle, and the operating frequency form a subset of the
design and operational parameters that can be changed systematically to study the
performance of the cooler. Table (4 -I) shows the values of some design and operational56
conditions used in producing the results. These are the same conditions used in the
experiment (mentioned in section 2.4) that the results of which are compared to model
predictions. In the following sections, results for a cooler using air as the working fluid
will be presented.
Table 4-I: Design and operation conditions
ParameterDescription Value
wo Natural frequency of the expansion piston120n
As Cylinder cross-sectional area 13.5 cm2
1, Stroke of the compression cylinder 2.0-5.0 cm
le Stroke of the expansion cylinder 5.0 cm
me Mass of the expansion piston 400 gm
Po Charging pressure 1.0 2.0 atm
Te Compression temperature 278-293 K
Te Expansion temperature 273 K57
4.1Evaluation of the Model's General Parameters
In the present model there are some parameters that are kept fixed at constant
values throughout the model calculations, while some others need to be changed within
a certain range. For example, the number of flow channels in the regenerator, their
width and the wall thickness are fixed throughout the model. They are chosen to get
approximately the same pressure level attained in the experiment. The wall thickness
and the number of channels affect the heat transfer by conduction through the
regenerator, however, only the role of the length of the regenerator is considered in this
study. The damping coefficient is also kept constant in the model. The operating
frequency, length of the regenerator and the piston strokes will be changed to study
their effect on the performance of the cooler. In this section the results from the
experimental work done at OSU are used to evaluate the damping coefficient. The flow
pattern, temperature of fluid leaving the regenerator and regenerator effectiveness are
also presented.
4.1.1Evaluation of the Damping Coefficient
The design and operating conditions as well as the regenerator dimensions are
chosen as listed in Tables 4-I and 4-11 to utilize the experimental results obtained by
Sripakagorn (1997). The amplitude and the phase-shift results, particularly, are needed
from an experimental study to evaluate the damping constant (Eq. (3.21)) used in the
model analysis. The experiments were performed on an RCAS cooler that utilized
stainless steel bellows in place of the compression and expansion pistons and used58
helium gas as the working fluid. To simulate these results, the expansion side of the
cooler was modeled as a mechanical mass, spring and a damping mechanism system as
shown in Fig. 4.1. From the pressure and volume results, the mass flow rate of the
working fluid can be estimated. The size of the flow passage (number of flow passages
and height of each channel) in the regenerator can be estimated from the flow rate
results. With these values, the amplitude and phase-shift results can be used to estimate
the damping constant. The amplitude of the expansion piston motion depends on many
factors other than the damping constant (e.g. length of the regenerator, amplitude of the
compression piston and mass of the expansion piston), however, the experimental
results can be used to estimate the order of magnitude value of the damping coefficient.
The damping constant used in Eq. (3.21) is estimated from the experimental results of
Sripakagorn (1997). The amplitude results obtained using the model (for a set of
different values of the damping coefficients) are the group of curves representing the
general well known behavior of a second order system. By comparing these results
with the ones obtained from the experiment (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3) the damping coefficient
can be estimated. The value of the damping coefficient (parameter C in Eq. (3.21)) that
gives the best match are 0.20 for Po of 1.0 atm, 0.16 and 0.14 for Po of 1.5 and 2.0 atm,
respectively.3.0
2.5
2.0
xe/xe
1.5
1.0
0.5
As (Pe g )
kb
Figure 4.1: Stainless steel bellow-gas equivalent model
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4.1.2Results of the Regenerator Model
60
1.20
Table 441 shows the regenerator characteristics used in the present model. The
flow velocity distribution across the regenerator passage normalized by the maximum
velocity U* (as given by Eq. 3.7) is shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. For practical operating
frequencies 1.0 to 300 Hz, the kinetic Reynolds number Re. defined by Eq. (3.6) falls
within the range between 0.22.0. Figure 4.4 shows the velocity distribution for low
Rem, while Fig. 4.5 shows the results for high Re.. For small Reynolds numbers the
flow is controlled by the viscous and pressure forces while inertia forces are negligible,
so the flow pattern is similar to Poiseuille flow. For high Reynolds numbers, on the
other hand, the inertia force combined with the pressure force controls the flow while61
the viscous force is negligible. This is true except near the walls of the channel. The
flow pattern in this case is similar to the slug flow.
The effectiveness of the regenerator, as given by Eq. (3.18) is plotted in Fig 4.6
as a function of the regenerator length for several values of the characteristic length L
(defined by Eq. (3.12)). When the cycle operates at conditions at which the
regenerator's characteristic length, L/le, is 0.05, the effectiveness of the regenerator
reaches 95% with an 1,/le = 1.0. An effectiveness of 97.5 % will be reached with an
Vie = 2.0. The temperatures of the fluid leaving the regenerator are shown in Figs. 4.7
and 4.8. The expansion space temperature is used to normalize the temperature of the
fluid entering the expansion space, while the compression space temperature is used to
normalize the temperature of the fluid entering the compression space. The results
presented are for a charging pressure of 1.0 atm and a regenerator's characteristic
length, L/le, of 0.05. With a regenerator length of 1,/le = 0.5 the highest temperature of
the fluid entering expansion space is 1.02 Te of the expansion space temperature (281 K
if expansion space is at a temperature of 273 K). For the same conditions the fluid
entering the compression space has a lowest temperature of 0.978 Te of the compression
space temperature (287 K if expansion space is at a temperature of 293 K). A
regenerator having a length le/1, = 2.0 is a better choice since it improves the
temperature of the fluid leaving its passage to give 1.01 Te for the fluid entering the
expansion space and 0.99 Te for the fluid entering the compression space.62
Table 4-II: Regenerator dimensions
ParameterDescription Value
N, Number of channels in the regenerator 250
1, Length of the regenerator 1.25-10 cm
br Height of the regenerator's channels 100 gm
wr Width of the regenerator's channel 4.0 cm
tr Thickness of the channel's walls 50 pm
Nu Channel's Nusselt number 8
kr Thermal conductivity of the regenerator's
material
50.0 W/(mK)
Re. Kinetic Reynolds number (Eq. 3.6) 0.220.01.00
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4.2Dynamics
4
The dynamics and the thermodynamics of the free-piston Stirling machine are
strongly coupled; this characteristic has been incorporated into the model development
by using a coupled set of differential and algebraic equations. The location of each
piston can not be determined before defining the thermodynamic state of the cooler
system. Volume, pressure and mass of the working fluid in each working space are
directly affected by the size of the components of the cooler, the operating frequency
and the charging pressure. In this section the dynamics of the cooler is represented by
the motion of the expansion piston as a function of time, and by the amplitude and
phase-shift (with respect to the compression piston) as a function of the operating66
frequency. The results of the mass flow of the working fluid during operation are also
presented in this section. The motion of the two pistons and the mass of the working
fluid occupying each working space are among the principal differences between
practical and ideal machines. The best approximation to the motion of the pistons (as
stated in section 2.2.2) is two sinusoids with a 90° phase lag. In an ideal machine the
working fluid should only occupy one working space at time, but this is not the case in
practical machines due to the continuos motion of the pistons. In this section the
conditions controlling the phase shift and the mass of the working fluid occupying the
working space are examined.
4.2.1Pistons Motion and Mass Flow through the Regenerator
The displacement of the two working pistons and the mass flow rate of the
working fluid through the regenerator are shown in Figs. 4.9 to 4.16. The presented
results are for two regenerators of lengths l,Jle = 0.5 and 2.0 and for two charging
pressures, Po, of 1.0 and 2.0 atm. The displacement of each piston is normalized by the
stroke of its working space. The compression piston is driven in a sinusoidal motion of
amplitude fixed at 0.70 of the stroke of its working space lc, and a frequency chosen to
give approximately a -90° phase-shift between the motion of the two pistons.
Increasing the regenerator length as shown in the plotted results reduces the flow
rate of the working fluid through the regenerator and causes the expansion piston to
respond with smaller amplitude. For a regenerator length of 1r/le= 0.5 and charging
pressure of 1.0 atm, the expansion piston response has an amplitude of 0.55 le while67
with a regenerator length of lz/le = 2.0, the amplitude of the expansion piston is 0.51 le.
The mass occupying the expansion space with a regenerator length of 1r /le = 0.5 reaches
0.16 of the total mass of the working fluid. This value reduces to 0.12 when a
regenerator length of lrne = 2.0 is used. Similarly, the mass occupying the compression
space with a regenerator of length, 1r/le, of 0.5 reaches 0.40 of the total mass of the
working fluid. This value reduces to 0.27 when a regenerator length of 1,/le= 2.0 is
used. The fluid friction in the regenerator passage increases with increasing the length
of the regenerator and causes a pressure drop across the flow channel. This pressure
drop reduces the mass flow rate and reduces the amplitude of the response of the
expansion piston.
The mean pressure in the cooler is determined by the mass of the working fluid
charged into its system. Initially, the mean pressure is kept at 1.0 atm. This is also the
pressure of the working fluid trapped between the backside of the expansion piston and
the walls of the expansion cylinder. When a higher mean pressure is wanted a larger
mass of the working fluid is charged into the cooler (but the mass of the working fluid
trapped between the backside of the expansion piston and the walls of the expansion
cylinder is kept fixed). Increasing the charging pressure forces the expansion piston
away from the center of its working space and pushes it toward the side of the cylinder.
The mass flow rate through the regenerator decreases as the charging pressure increase.
For a charging pressure of 2.0 atm and a regenerator length of1,11e = 0.5, the expansion
piston response has an amplitude of 0.681e. For a regenerator length of li/le =2.0, the
amplitude of the expansion piston is 0.61. The mass occupying the expansion space
with a regenerator length of 1r/le =0.5 reaches 0.15 of the total mass of the working fluid.68
This value reduces to 0.11 when a regenerator of length, of 2.0 is used. Similarly,
the mass occupying the compression space with a regenerator length of1r/le = 0.5
reaches 0.36 of the total mass of the working fluid. This value reduces to 0.25 when a
regenerator length of 1r/le = 2.0 is used. From these results, very short regenerators are
needed to allow a larger fraction of the working fluid to occupy either working space
during the suitable part of operation.69
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4.2.2 Amplitude and Phase-shift Response
The motion of the expansion piston is shown in Figs. 4.17 to 4.26; both
amplitude and phase-shift (with respect to the compression piston) are given to describe
the motion of the piston. In producing these results three different strokes of the
compression cylinder (as a ratio of the expansion cylinder stroke), le/le, of 0.5,1.0 and
2.0 are used with non-dimensional operating frequency, co/con, ranging from 0.5 to 2.0.
Results of five different regenerator's lengths, 1,/ le, of 0.5,1.0,2.0,5.0 and 10.0, are
shown. Two different values for the charging pressures of 1.0, and 2.0 atm are used in
this study. The amplitude of the compression piston is fixed at 0.70 of the stroke of
compression cylinder lc. In this way changing the compression stroke will change the
volume swept by the compression piston during operation.
The amplitude response of the expansion piston decreases with increasing the
regenerator length. Increasing the regenerator length causes a larger pressure drop
across the regenerator between the two working spaces. For a compression stroke lc/le
of 0.5 the highest amplitude the expansion piston reached was 0.34 le with a regenerator
length of lr/le =0.5, but asis increased to 2 and 10, the expansion piston reaches 0.32
le and 0.25 le, respectively. The phase-shift also decreased with increasing regenerator
length, since in long regenerators the pressure pulse generated due to compression in
one end of the cooler requires a longer time to travel to the other end of the cooler.0.40 -
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Figure 4.22: Phase-shift Po = 1 atm, idle =2.077
Increasing the compression piston stroke lc increases the amplitude of the
response of the expansion piston and decreases the phase-shift between the motion of
the expansion and compression pistons. For an operating frequency, 6.)/coc, of 1.1 and a
regenerator length of 1,/le =0.5, the amplitude is 0.345 and the phase-shift is 60° when a
compression stroke of lc/le =0.5 is used. These values reach 0.55 and 70° for lc/le of 1.0
and 0.81 and 85°, forof 2.0. These effects are direct results of increasing the size
of the compression space. When the two spaces are charged initially to the same
pressure, the amount of working fluid occupying the compression space is larger. As
the compression piston moves, a larger volume of the working fluid is forced to move to
the expansion space, hence the pressure in the expansion space will increase and enable
the expansion piston to compress the gas behind to a greater extent.
For a charging pressure of 2.0 atm the expansion piston reaches amplitudes
higher than those reached when 1.0 atm is used, with all other operating and design
conditions kept the same. The reason for this effect is that higher mean pressure is
reached when a larger mass of the working fluid is used in the cycle. A higher mean
pressure increases the force on the expansion piston responsible for producing larger
amplitudes.0.45
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4.3Thermodynamics
The thermodynamics of the cooler can be described by the pressure-volume (P-
V) diagram of each working space along with the mass of the working fluid occupying
each working space during operation, the work input to the cooler, the heat lifted during
expansion and the COP results. Due to its effects on the performance of the cooler, the
heat conduction through the material making up the regenerator walls is presented with
the cooler thermodynamics. The P-V diagrams are plotted for different lengths of the
regenerator and different charging pressures. Results for operation near resonance and
off resonance are also presented. The cooler COP is examined for different lengths of
the regenerator passage in order to predict an optimum length of the regenerator.
4.3.1Pressure-Volume Diagrams
The pressure-volume (P-V) diagrams describing the thermodynamic cycle of the
cooler with diagrams showing the amount of working fluid occupying each working
space as a fraction of the total mass are shown in Figs. 4.27 to 4.38. The P-V diagrams
are continuous closed curves with smooth rounded corners. This is in contrast to the
sharp cornered diagrams of the ideal cycles. The reason for this difference is the
continuous motion of the pistons in the model.
In an ideal machine, all of the working fluid must be in the compression space
during compression and in the expansion space during expansion. In practical
machines, however, the working fluid is travelling continuously between the two81
working spaces. The presented results are for three regenerators length of lrile =0.5,1.0
and 2.0 and for two charging pressures, Po, of 1.0 and 2.0 atm. The compression stroke
is held constant at lc/le =1.0, the amplitude of the compression piston is 0.70 lc, and the
operating frequency is chosen to keep approximately a -90° phase-shift during
operation.
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The P-V diagrams show that increasing the length of the regenerator increases
the pressure difference between the working spaces. The highest pressure the working
spaces attained also increased with increasing regenerator length. For a charging
pressure of 1.0 atm, the pressure drop across a regenerator of length, 111., of 0.5 is 0.06
Po. This value increases to 0.2 P. and 0.23 Po for regenerators of length 1.0 and 2.0,
respectively. The volume swept by the expansion piston decreases with increasing
regenerator length when the charging pressure is held constant. For a charging pressure
of 1.0 atm, the volume swept when using a regenerator of length lrile =0.5 is 0.545 Vo.
This value decreases to 0.50 V. and 0.496 V. when using regenerators of length 1.0 and
2.0, respectively. These effects are direct results of the pressure drop due to the fluid85
friction in the regenerator passage, which increases linearly with increasing passage
length. Longer regenerators cause larger pressure drops, so for the working fluid to
overcomes this resistance, higher pressures must be reached first in the working spaces
before the fluid starts moving between the working spaces. Increasing the charging
pressure reduces the pressure ratio of the cycle. For example, a charging pressure P. of
1.0 atm, the pressure ratio of the cycle is 2.57, but for P. of 2.0 atm the pressure ratio is
2.0 (with a regenerator of 1,/le=0.5). Increasing the charging pressure, on the other hand,
increases the pressure swings in the working spaces. For a regenerator of length
lr/le = 0.5, the lowest and highest pressures are 0.7 and 1.8 atm when the charging
pressure is 1.0 atm. For a charging pressure of 2.0 atm, and using the same regenerator
length, the lowest and highest pressures are 1.2 and 2.4 atm.
The mass of the working fluid in each working space is changing continuously
due to the continuous motion of the pistons; however, increasing the regenerator length
increases the fraction of mass of the working fluid occupying the regenerator. For a
regenerator length oflfile = 0.5, about 0.10 of the total mass occupies the regenerator.
This amount increases to 0.20 and 0.32 for regenerators having 1,/le of 1.0 and 2.0,
respectively. Increasing the charging pressure decreases the mass remaining in the
regenerator.
For a charging pressure of 1.0 atm the mass of the working fluid in the
expansion space reaches 0.70 of the total mass of the working fluid with a regenerator
length of 1r/le =0.5. This value decreases to 0.63 and 0.53 when regenerators having
lengths of 1.0 and 2.0 are used. The mass of the working fluid in the compression space86
reaches 0.60 of the total mass of the working fluid with a regenerator of length, 1r/le, of
0.5. This value decreases to 0.52 and 0.45 with regenerators having lengths of 1.0, and
2.0, respectively. For a charging pressure of 2.0 atm the mass of the working fluid in
the expansion space reaches 0.75 of the total mass of the working fluid with a
regenerator of length lr/le = 0.5. This value decreases to 0.68 and 0.56 when
regenerators having lengths of 1.0 and 2.0 are used. The mass of the working fluid in
the compression space reaches 0.50 of the total mass of the working fluid with a
regenerator length of 1r/le =0.5. This value decreases to 0.45 and 0.35 with regenerators
of lengths of 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. This is a direct result of changing the charging
pressure. High charging pressure is reached by using more fluid in the cycle. Since the
amount of the working fluid trapped behind the expansion piston is kept to 1.0 atm, the
equilibrium position of the expansion piston will be moved away from the center of the
expansion cylinder. This leaves a space for additional working fluid to remain in the
expansion working space.
Figures 4.30, 4.32 and 4.34 show the effects of increasing charging pressure on
moving the equilibrium position of the expansion piston. For a charging pressure Po of
2.0 atm, the expansion piston is operating between 0.55 Vo and 0.9 Vo, while for a
charging pressure of 1.0 atm the piston operates between 0.25 Vo and 0.8 Vo.1.4
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4.3.2Off-Resonance Operation
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the P-V diagrams and the mass of the fluid in the
working spaces for a cycle operating at a frequency of 0.7 con and where the expansion
piston moves at 25° phase-lag from the compression piston. Similarly, Figs. 4.41 and
4.42 show the P-V diagrams and the mass of working fluid in the working spaces of a
cycle operating at a frequency of 1.8 co and where the expansion piston moves at 165°
phase-lag from the compression piston. In both cases the expansion piston operates at
an off-resonance point. This operation condition reduces the amplitude of the piston
motion. The volume swept by the expansion piston in the first case is 0.37- 0.65 Vo
with lowest and highest pressures of 0.8- 1.28 Po. In the second case, the volume swept
by the expansion piston is 0.460.59 Vo and the lowest and highest pressures reached
are 0.65 and 1.61 Po, respectively. The area enclosed by the P-V curve is smaller than
that obtained previously for 90° phase-lag, hence the work done by the working fluid
during expansion is smaller and the heat lifted will also be smaller. It can be seen that
as the compression piston starts moving, the expansion piston would respond with the
same frequency. There is a phase-lag between the motion of the two pistons. This
phase-lag depends on the frequency of the compression piston. When the operating
frequency is very low the phase-lag is very small, this means that the two pistons are
moving in tandem. The only function the cooler is performing in this case is shuttling
the working fluid between its two sides. There is only a slight change in the pressure
caused by the change in the temperature of the fluid as it occupies different parts of the
machine. As the frequency increases, both the phase-lag and the amplitude of the
expansion piston increase. When the compression piston moves with a frequency near91
the resonant frequency of the expansion piston, the expansion piston motion lags by
approximately 90° and maximum amplitude is attained. As the frequency increases
beyond the resonant frequency, the phase-lag increases, but the amplitude decreases.
When the phase-lag reaches 180° the two pistons move in the opposite direction. The
compression ratio is the maximum and the pressure ratio is the highest. This behavior
of the amplitude and phase-shift with the operating frequency is the same as that for a
typical second order system, and it has been demonstrated in Figs. 4.174.26.1.40
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4.3.3Heat Transfer and COP
The coefficient of performance charts are presented in Figs. 4.43 to 4.48. Recall
that the COP takes into account the heat transfer by conduction through the walls of the
regenerator. For a charging pressure of 1.0 atm and operating frequency, w/con, ranging
from 0.5 to 2.0, results for three different stroke lengths of the compression cylinder,
(1e/le, of 0.5,1.0 and 2.0) and four different regenerator's lengths (1,1 le, of 0.25,0.5,1.0
and 2.0) are presented. The quantity (POVO), which is the product of the mean pressure
with the initial volume of the expansion space, is used to normalize the energy
quantities. The COP is normalized by the Carnot ideal cycle Pe operating between the
same temperature reservoirs, given by,
T,T,
The relative effects of heat conduction become smaller with increasing the
operating frequency since it is inversely proportional to the frequency as given by Eq.
(3.35). For a compression cylinder of stroke le/le =0.50, and a regenerator of length
le/le =0.25 the heat conduction through the regenerator's material is 0.17 PoVe for an
operating frequency of 0.7. This value decreases to 0.12 and 0.07 for frequencies of 1.1
and 1.9, respectively. The charging pressure and the size of the stroke of the
compression cylinder do not affect the value of the heat conduction through the
regenerator's material. However, the heat conduction through the regenerator is
inversely proportional to the length of the regenerator. So, very short regenerators have
a small thermal resistance for heat transfer by conduction from the compression side of95
the cooler to the cold side. This leads to large heat transfer rates (more thermal loading)
into the cold side of the cooler.
The heat lifted in the expansion space as a function of the operating frequency
starts low, and then increases with increasing operating frequency till it reaches a
maximum value at a frequency near that at which the expansion piston reaches its
highest amplitude. It then decreases again with increasing the frequency. The reason
for this behavior is that when cycles operate away from resonance (at either high or low
frequencies with respect to resonance), the expansion piston responds with small
amplitudes. In this case the area enclosed by the P-V diagram of the expansion space
becomes smaller than those obtained at resonance. Hence the heat lifted during the
expansion process also becomes smaller.
The results of the COP analysis are shown in Figs 4.44, 4.46 and 4.48, for a
cooler operating between a high and low temperatures of 293 K and 273 K. The COP
reaches practical values for the operating conditions at which the heat lifted from the
expansion space is higher than the heat transferred by conduction through the
regenerator's material. For a compression stroke of1c/le = 0.5 and regenerators of
length of 11/le = 0.5, the frequency, co/con, range of 0.91 to 1.6 produces practical values
of COP with a maximum of 0.35 pc. When a shorter regenerator of length lr/le = 0.25 is
used, a narrower frequency range of 1.0 to 1.5 con produces practical COP values. For
compression cylinders with larger strokes of = 2.0, the frequency range is wider,
0.8 to 1.71 con and the attained COP is higher, 0.53 Pc. The reason for these effects is96
that increasing the compression stroke increases the lifted heat from the expansion
space without affecting the heat conduction through the regenerator.
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4.3.4Work input and Work removed by the Damping Mechanism
The work input to the cooler is provided by moving the compression piston in a
predetermined sinusoidal motion. The work supplied to the cooler can be directly
evaluated by integrating Eq. (3.28) using the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration.
Figures 4.49 and 4.51 show the work input to the cooler and Figs. 4.50 and 4.52 show
energy removed by the damping mechanism as functions of the operating frequency.
The presented results are for two different strokes of the compression cylinder 1c/le= 0.5
and 1.0, and four different lengths of the regenerator (lr/le, of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5).
The amplitude of the motion of the compression piston is fixed at 0.71, and the
examined frequencies, co/o), ranged from 0.5 to 1.9. The quantity (130Vo) which is the100
product of the charging pressure and the initial volume of the compression cylinder is
used to normalize the supplied work We and the work removed by the damping
mechanism Wdb. The highest input work is found for when the compression piston
operates near resonance. For a compression stroke of le/le = 0.5 the highest input work
is 0.30 Pe,V, this value increases to 0.79 P.V0 for le/le of 1.0. Increasing the length of
the regenerator increase the input work, since more work is needed to overcome the
increasing fluid friction. The highest input work supplied to the cooler is needed when
the compression piston operates near the resonance frequency of the expansion piston.
This is a direct consequence of the motion of the piston. The work removed by the
damping mechanism reach a maximum when the piston operated at resonance also.
Increasing the compression stroke increases the expansion work that removed by the
damping mechanism. For a compression stroke of 0.5 the dissipated energy is 0.30
Po Vo. This value increases to 0.68 PoV,,, for a compression stroke of 1.0.0.35
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4.3.5Optimum Regenerator Length
In the previous sections the heat lifted in the expansion space and the heat
transfer by conduction through the regenerator were examined as functions of the
operating frequency, the size of the working spaces and the size of the regenerator.
Results obtained previously showed that the regenerator length affects the cooler's COP
in two ways. First, determining the thermal resistance to the heat conduction through
the material making up its passage. Second, determining the resistance to the fluid flow
through its channels. High flow frictional resistance causes high pressure drop, and
hence reduces the amplitude of the response of the expansion piston and decreases the
lifted heat during the expansion process. Increasing the heat lifted in the expansion
space increases the COP, while increasing the heat conduction through the regenerator
reduces it. This means that there is an optimum length of the regenerator at which the
COP reaches a maximum value. Results of the coefficient of performance as a function
of the regenerator length are shown in Figs. 4.53 to 4.56. The regenerator length
ranged 0.01 to 1.0, with compression space stroke Idle, of, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
and 3.0 are presented for a charging pressure of 1.0 atm.
The COP of the cooler increased by increasing the volume swept by the
compression piston and by reducing the temperature difference across the cooler. Also,
increasing the volume swept by the compression piston decreases the optimum
regenerator's length needed to reach the highest COP. For a compression stroke of
1c/le = 0.25, the highest COP reached is with a regenerator length,of 0.25, but for104
compression strokes of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5 the highest COP reached are with regenerators
of lengths 0.10, 0.06, and 0.05, respectively.
The optimum regenerator length increases with increasing the temperature
difference across the cooler, since the heat transfer by conduction through the
regenerator increases when the temperatures difference across the cooler increases. For
a temperature difference AT of 5° and a compression stroke of 0.50 the highest COP
reached is with a regenerator of length of 0.1, but for AT of 10° and 15° the optimum
regenerators lengths are 0.2 and 0.35, respectively.
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5.Conclusions
A computational model for a Resonantly Coupled Alpha Free-Piston (RCAS)
cooler has been developed. It utilizes control volume analysis that reduces
computational time and makes it a simple technique to perform the needed calculation.
This model develops a way to couple the dynamics of the moving pistons to the
thermodynamics of the cooler, which is one of the major characteristics of free-piston
machines. The model also presents a definition for the performance coefficient (COP)
that reflects the effects of the size of the regenerator on the machine performance.
The regenerator is modeled as a stack of narrow parallel channels. This
approach to regenerator analysis is helpful for examining the effects of this component
(pressure drop, heat conduction between the two sides of the cooler and non-perfect
regeneration) on the operation of the cooler. The effects of the regenerator length on
the cooler's COP are also examined. The results for the COP can be used to predict the
value of the optimum length of the regenerator. The linear model chosen to represents
the behavior of the fluid trapped between the walls of the expansion cylinder and its
piston is simple, but effective at providing good qualitative system behavior.
The effects of operating frequency size of different components of the cooler,
charging pressure and amplitude of the piston motion have also been examined. The
results show that there are more than one way to control the operation of RCAS coolers.
Operating frequency, amplitude of the motion of the compression piston, and charging
pressure are possible means of controlling the operation. The frequency of the108
compression piston can be varied to control the amplitude and phase-shift of the
response of the expansion piston. The motion of the expansion piston lags that of the
compression piston with a phase angle that depends on the operating frequency. When
the operating frequency is very low the phase-lag is very small, but as the frequency
increases the phase-lag increases and both the amplitude of the expansion piston and the
lifted heat increase until the resonant point is reached. As a result of this effect, the
COP of the cooler also increases. When the compression piston moves with a
frequency near the resonant frequency of the expansion piston, the phase-lag is
approximately 90° and the amplitude is a maximum. The heat lifted and the COP attain
their maximum values. By increasing the frequency beyond the resonant point, the
phase-lag increases. When the phase-lag reaches 180° the two pistons move in opposite
directions. In this case the maximum compression ratio is reached and the highest
pressure ratio is attained. Moreover, the heat lifted during expansion is very close in
magnitude to the heat rejected during compression, so the COP is a minimum.
Increasing the length of the regenerator reduces the flow rate of the working
fluid through the regenerator and lowers the amplitude of the expansion piston motion.
Moreover, increasing the length of the regenerator increases both the phase-lag between
the motions of the two pistons and the pressure difference between the two working
spaces of the cooler. The highest pressure the working spaces reach increases with
increasing regenerator length. Contrarily, the volume swept by the expansion piston
decreases with increasing the length of the regenerator. Increasing the length of the
regenerator reduces the fraction of the mass of the fluid occupying the working spaces.109
Changing the amplitude of the compression piston is a direct method of
controlling the operation of the RCAS coolers. Increasing the amplitude of the
compression piston increases the amplitude of the expansion piston and hence increases
the heat absorbed during expansion. Increasing the amplitude of the compression
piston, however, requires higher input work that may reduce the COP value.
Variation of the charging pressure of the RCAS cooler is another effective way
of controlling the performance of such machines. Increasing the charging pressure can
be achieved by increasing the mass of the working fluid used in the cooler. Increasing
the charging pressure increases the pressure swing in the cooler and increases the
amplitude of the expansion piston, the heat lifted, and the COP. Increasing the charging
pressure reduces the pressure ratio of the cycle, and moves the equilibrium point of the
motion of the expansion piston away from the center of the working space.
The relative effects of the heat transfer by conduction (in one operation cycle)
from the hot side of the cooler to the cold side decreases with increasing operating
frequency. But it is neither affected by the charging pressure nor by the size of the
working spaces. The heat transfer by conduction is inversely proportional to the length
of the regenerator, so increasing the regenerator length reduces the heat conduction
through the regenerator.
The COP reaches practical values when the heat lifted during expansion is
higher than the heat transferred by conduction. The heat lifted during expansion
reaches a maximum value when the pistons operate near resonance, but it is low at both110
high and low sides of the operating range. Increasing the compression stroke increases
the COP and decreases the optimum length of the regenerator.
The results of the COP analysis suggests that longer regenerators, giving larger
overall cooler size, are needed if large temperature differences are to be reached in a
single stage of cooling. Longer strokes of the compression cylinder may be used to
reach high values of the COP while using short regenerators. Operation at off-
resonance conditions increases the pressure ratio across the cooler but it reduces the
COP.
The computer program developed in this study reasonably simulates the
operation and characteristics of the RCAS coolers, and can be used to evaluate proposed
designs of such machines. The structure of the model can be easily adapted for other
configurations of Stirling machines.111
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Appendix A
Flow field in the regenerator
The flow in the regenerator is modeled as an incompressible flow subjected to a
periodic pressure. The regenerator is modeled as a stack of parallel narrow channels.
The velocity distribution in such a problem can be obtained by solving the Navier-
Stokes equations (equations of continuity and conservation of momentum). Solutions
for the flow field in pipes of circular cross sections due to periodic pressures are
available in the literature. Schlicting (1979), Arpaci and Larson (1984), and White
(1991) presented solutions for the flow field due to a periodic pressure that is generated
in one side of the pipe. Kaviany (1990) used the results of Schlicting and Arpaci and
Larson (1984) to obtain the flow field in tubes caused by pressure generated from the
motion of two pistons (one piston at each side of the pipe).
In the following sections a detailed solution for the flow field in a rectangular
channels is presented. The flow field produced by periodic pressure in one side of the
channel is developed first. Then the solution is generalized to the flow field that is
produced by two pistons. Solutions will be presented in dimensionless forms, and
approximation for low and high operation frequencies will be given.
A.1 Simple model
Figure A.1 shows a sketch of a horizontal channel of length L and height b that
is filled with a Newtonain fluid. The channel is connected to a huge reservoir that can116
supply unlimited amount of fluid. In one side of the channel there is a piston that
generates a periodic pressure given as,
P(t)= Po + A cos(a)t) (A.1)
where P. is the mean pressure in the reservoir, A is the amplitude of the change in the
pressure and 0) is the frequency (in rad/sec) of the pressure fluctuations. The other side
of the channel is opened to a different reservoir that has a pressure of P.. The width of
the channel is assumed to be very large compared to its height, so the effects of sides of
the channel are negligible.
The Navier-Stokes (continuity and conservation of momentum) equations can be
solved for the flow field described above in order to find the velocity distribution and
flow rate. Equation (A.2) shows the Navier-Stokes equation written for an
incompressible constant viscosity Newtonian fluid.
auav
axay
(auauau)ap(a2ua2u)
at
+u
ax
+v
ay ax axay
avavav j OPla2va21)` p -+u-+v- =--+p, +
ataxay ay axay2
(continuity)
(x component)(A.2)
(y component)
In Eq. (A.2) u and v are the components of the fluid velocity in the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. The fluid density is p, and Ix is the fluid viscosity.117
\\\
YAx b u Po
P = P, + A cos( cot)
Figure A.1: Flow in a long narrow rectangular channel
Since the flow is in the horizontal direction only the transverse component of the
velocity (v) vanishes, and the flow will be described by the axial component of velocity
(u) only. This condition reduces the continuity equation (first part of Navier-Stokes
equation) to the following result,
v(t, x, y) = 0
au=0 u = u(t, y)
ax
(A.3)
This result suggests that the axial component of velocity (u) may only vary with time
and vertical location. Applying Eq. (A.3) to Eq. (A.2) eliminates the convection terms
form the momentum equations and reduces them to,auaP' (x component)
at ax
P
±11
a2u
y
aP= 0 (y component)
ay
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(A.4)
The y-component of the momentum equation states that the pressure may only be a
function of time and axial location. Hence, the x-component can be broken down into
two terms, each term may at most be a function of time OW. The simplified equations
can be written as,
aua2uaP A 11 = at ay2 ax
u (t, y)
aP.0
ay
,--,--/
P(t, x)
= 0(0 (x component)
(y component)
The boundary conditions for both the velocity and pressure can be written as,
u(t, y)
u(t,0). 0= 4t,b)
P = P(t,x)
P(t,0)= Po + Acos(wt)
P(t,L)= Po
Now, the pressure distribution along the channel can be obtained as follows,
LP=0(t)
ax
P(t, x)= (1)(0x + Nt(t)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)where w(t) is the "constant" of integration that can at most be a function of time.
Substituting the pressure boundary conditions from Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.7) yields,
Po + A cos(ot)= tv(t)
Po = -4CL+v(t)
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(A.8)
Comparing the two equalities given in Eq. (A.8), the pressure and its gradient can be
found to be,
PO,= PoA{1 }cos(cot)
P-= -Acos(a)t)
ax
(A.9)
The pressure gradient is the quantity needed to find the velocity distribution from the
momentum equation. The pressure gradient can be written in the form of a general
harmonic function as follows,
aP A 1
Tx= 7,cosvot)._A9/{eicot} (A.10)
where i is the imaginary number i=1. Substituting the results of the pressure gradient
from Eq. (A.10) into Eq. (A.5), the y-component of the simplified momentum equation
can be written as,auA
-E9i{eiwt}± at b2
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(A.11)
where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Notice that in Eq. (A.11) the vertical
location (y) is normalized by the channel height (b) to get the non-dimensional
coordinate (1). Equation (A.11) suggests that the velocity distribution may in general
be a simple harmonic motion of the form,
u(t,n). 91{f(i)ei)tj (A.12)
The derivatives of the velocity with respect to time and vertical position can be directly
evaluated from Eq. (A.12) to get,
au91fr(Tl)e/cot}
al
aria 22u=4/111) ei"
au
at
=91ticof (T1)ei"
Substituting the derivatives from Eq. (A.13) into Eq. (A.11) yields,
(A.13)
(A.14)121
The sign (9R)denoting real part of the complex expression of the velocity can be omitted
from Eq. (A.14) without affecting the equation since it is part of every term. Hence the
momentum equation can be reduced to,
iw f (r1) eiot =A icorv
Le+f NOD eiwt (A.15)
Equation (A.15) can be reduced further more by factoring out the exponential function,
the equation along with the boundary conditions can be written as,
f (TO2ia2 f (i)=
u(t,0)= 0f (0)= 0
4,14= 0f (1)--= 0
Abe
(A.16)
2
11
0)/2
where a = and can be considered as a Reynolds number characterizing the flow
2v
field. Equation (A.16) is a liner ordinary differential equation of the second order with
complex coefficient, the solution of this equation can be obtained by assuming the
solution to be an exponential function. Since one of the coefficients in the equation is
complex, then the exponent of the assumed function should also be complex.
In general there are three forces controlling any fluid flow (in absence of
gravitational effects). These forces are inertia force, pressure force and viscous force.
Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of the inertia forces to the viscous forces. The
quantity (cob) has units of velocity and can be considered as the flow reference velocity,122
since it is the speed of propagation of the harmonic pulses in the fluid. So, the
dimensionless quantity a can be considered as the flow Reynolds number. Large values
of this Reynolds number means that the viscous force is being dominated by the inertia
force, hence the flow behaves similar to potential flow. But for very small Reynolds
numbers (a << 1.0), the flow will be controlled by viscous and pressure forces only, and
it will behave as quasi static Poiseuille flow. Even with very high operating frequency
(0) - 1 kHz), the value of in very narrow channels (b - 10 gm) is less than unity.
The general solution of the differential equation in (A.16) can be given as,
f (TO = a exp(ccri (1 + b exp
A b 2
gLa2(1 +i)2
(A.17)
where a and b are the two constants of integration. To evaluate these constants, the
boundary conditions of the velocity function can be applied to Eq.(A.17) to get,
Ab2
2i)2 IILCC+ ar eari(l+i)+e-a0+41-11)ea(i-FiX1-11)(A.18)
f (T1)e-a(1+0eaq+i)
e-a0A-i)+ea(l+i)
Equation (A.18) gives an expression for the f(n) as linear combination of exponential
functions of the vertical position ri and Reynolds number oc. The flow field velocity can
now be written according to Eq. (A.12) as follows,u(t,11).
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Abe
Lut20+iy
eari(l+i) + e-a0-n)
-11)ea0+00-11) «(1 +i) cc0+i){- e-e I
III
I (A.19)
+ e
1ei0)t
Iv
To explore the low Reynolds number flow field, the exponential function (in theterms
I, II, III, and IV) in Eq. (A.19) can expanded using Taylor series expansion for smalla.
Recall that the Taylor series expansion for exponential functions has the following
form,
ex =l+x+x
-x,
e=1-
3
(A.20)
+x
2!
x+--
2!
+...
3!
3x+
3!
Replacing the exponential functions in Eq.(A.19) by their approximated Taylor series
expansion, and by dropping high order terms of (a4), Eq.(A.19) will reduce to,
Ab2 \
f (11) =24V1
112 I
2 91{_ A_b2)ekot}
u0,11)=24
(A.21)
This is a parabolic profile as plotted in Fig. A.2, and it is independent of the Reynolds
number.0.14
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Figure A.2: Flow pattern for small a
0.8 1
For high Reynolds numbers limit, the first few terms from Taylor series
expansion will not be a good approximation. However, dropping the vanishing terms
from Eq. (A.19) terms of exponent way much less than 1, likee-a0+061+1) and
e-a(l+iX2-1)reduces the f (TO to,
f (11) =
Ab2i fl
e-oc(l+iX1-i)
ca0+011
a
2
}
PL
/4(t,TO = 91{
i11- e
Ab2 -a(1-1-0(1-ri)e-ao+on lekor
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(A.22)Each of the two exponential functions in Eq. (A.22) determines the flow pattern near
each side of the channel, while the constant 1 is for the flow in channel center. The
flow pattern will look like the plot in Fig. A.3.
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A.2 Flow due to Harmonic Pressures from both Sides of the Channel
125
1.0
Figure A.4 shows a long rectangular narrow channel filled with incompressible
Newtonian fluid flowing between the two sides of the channel. In each side of the126
channel there is a piston moving in a harmonic motion. The motion of the pistons will
generate fluctuating pressure in the channel that can be written as,
(t)= Po (0+ A cos(0)t)
P2(t)= Po(co)+ B cos(cot)
(A.23)
where P1 and P2 are the pressures in each side of the channel, Po is the mean pressure at
channel, A and B are the amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations at each side. The
difference between A and B is the pressure drop due to the flow friction with the
channel walls.
P2(t)= Po2(0))+ B cos(o)t)
Pl(t)Pol(co)+ A cos(cot)
Figure A.4: Flow due to pressure fluctuations from both sides of the channel
The velocity distribution for this flow can be obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes
equation in a similar way to that followed in the previous section. Equation (A.5) is the
reduced form of the governing equation for this problem. The velocity boundaryconditions are the same as those listed in Eq. (A.6), however, the pressure boundary
conditions will be given as,
P (0) = Po (w)+ A co s(o)t)
P (L)= P, (o.))+ B cos (cot)
127
(A.24)
Following the same approach used in the previous section, that the pressure is function
of the axial location and time, the pressure distribution in the channel can be found to
be,
P (t, x). ,co)x + ,co)
P (o)) + A cos(o)t)= 1110, (.0
Po 00+ B co s(cot) =(t, o))L + c(t, co)
From Eq. (A.25) the pressure gradient(t, (0 can be written as,
$0, (0)=ALB cos(cot)
30, 0= AB 9tieicot
L
Substituting this result in Eq. (A.5), will give,
auA B 91Tekot 1+ v a2u
at L L b2 an2
Y
b
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)This equation is similar to Eq. (A.11) that has been solved in the previous section,
similar procedure can be followed to find the solution, which can be given as,
(A13)1,2
tibcc2+ ocit+i)earKl+i)+ e ea0-0-1)
eoqi+i)ea(l+i)e
ecc0+i)+ ea(l+i)'kiwi
(A.28)
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This expression can be simplified for small and large Reynolds numbers a to get similar
velocity distributions to that obtained in the previous section. For small a the velocity
can be given as,
7.12)eiwt} u0,71).91{ B)b
And for large a the velocity can be given as,
(A.29)
u(t,11)94 (A/3)b2i{1 e'"1-1) ea0+On lei" (A.30) pida2129
Appendix B
The Computer Program
The model presented in this study has been compiled in a computer code written
in FORTRAN. The code consists of a main driving program (SMAIN) and three
subroutines for dynamics of the cooler ( STIDYN), input parameters (INPUT) and
Runge-Kutta scheme (RK4). In this appendix complete listing of each part of the code
and tables showing the main variables are given.
B.1 The Main Driver
The purpose of this driver is to generate results for different sets of the operation
conditions and store them in the same output file. The variables used in this part of the
code are listed in Table B.1. This program calls the STIDYN subroutine after defining
a single operational/design condition.
Table B-I: Variables SMAIN
lml and 1m2Length multiplication factors (to be used as 1,/le and idle)
n Polytropic process constant (n=1 for isothermal process
wr Fraction of the operating frequency co/(0,1
zta Damping coefficient t130
pogram smain
double precision wr,cop,copc,ww(100),n,qe,qb,qc,c2,phase,
magnit,zta,ws,cop2,wc,qclost,1m1,1m2,11(100)
integer i,j
open (15,file='results6',status='old)
rewind 15
data (ww(i),i=1,31)/.5,0.6,.7,0.8,0.85,0.9,.925,0.95,0.975,1.0,
1.05,1.07,1.1,1.12,1.15,1.17,1.2,1.25,1.3,1.35,1.4,1.45,
1.5,1.55,1.6,1.65,1.7,1.75,1.8,1.85,2./
c.
c data (ww(i),i=1,4)/0.04,.02,.01,.005/
c
n=1.0
zta=.18
1m1=1.0
do 30 j=1,4
1m2=11(j)
do 10 i=1,31
wr=ww(i)
call stidyn(1m1,1m2,zta,wr,phase,magnit,cop,copc,cop2,qe,qb,qc,ws,
c2,wc,qclost)
cwrite (15,66) wr,c2,zta,phase,magnit,qe,qb,qc,cop,copc,
c> cop2,ws,wc
write (15,66) wr,phase,magnit
10continue
30continue
66format (3(e18.9))
stop
end131
B.2 Dynamics of the Cooler
This subroutine, STIDYN (Stirling dynamics), performs the simulation of the
operation of the cooler. It consists of two identical parts, the first part to model the
transient phase of the operation. The second part is for the study state operation at
which calculations of the heat and work energies are performed. The main variables
used in this part of the code are listed in Table At the beginning of the code
execution, STIDYN calls INPUT subroutine to define the parameters of the cooler.
Then calculation of the thermodynamic state is performed before the RK4 subroutine is
called to solve the equation of motion of the expansion piston. The main variables used
in this subroutine are listed in TABLE B-II.
Table B-II: Variables in STIDYN
cop Coefficient of performance
magnit Amplitude of the motion of the piston
phase Phase-shift between the motion of the two pistons
qc Heat rejected during compression
qe Heat lifted during expansion
qlost Heat transfer by conduction through the walls of the regenerator
we Compression work
wdb Energy dissipated in the dash-pot132
subroutine stidyn
(1m1,1m2,zta,wr,phase,magnit,cop,copc,cop2,qe,
qb,qc,ws,c2,wc,qclost)
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c This program models the mechanical operation
c of Stirling cycle cooler
c
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
doubleprecision amplit,area,atemp,btemp,cp,cv,
> c 1 temp ,c2temp,c2,cl,cop,cop2,copc,dyv 1 ,dyv2,
> dyl,dy10,dy2,dy20,el,fp2,gama,h,hconv,ktemp,massgc,magnit,
> massge,masflw,mascbk,masebk,mastot,mc,me,msflwk,
> n,patm,presc,prese,preseb,patmo,
> peO,pel,pc0,pcl,pi,phase,pebl,peb0,qe,qb,qc,q1cond,qclost,row,
> rw,r,r1,sk2a,t,t0,tempc,tempe,tempr,tmax,timel(10),time2(10),
> tmpeb0,tmpeb,tinexp,tincmp,tempc0,tempeO,
> ve0,vel,vc0,vc1,volumr,volse,volsc,veb0,vebl,vtot,
> vall(10),val2(10),vald1(10),vald2(10), voleb,voleb0,
> volmc0,volme0,volumc,volume,vei,vci,wc,we,wdb,ws,wr,w,
> wshear,wsher0,y 1 ,y 1 0,y2,y20,
> yv2,zta,1m1,1m2,spr
integer flagl,flag2,i,imax,i2,nchanl
c.
c.
c Set up common block for input data
common/iniarea,atemp,btemp,c1,cp,cv,dy10,dy20,el,gama,
> h,hconv,mascbk,massgc,massge,masebk,mastot,mc,me,msflwk,
> nchanl,patm,patmo,q1cond,r,r1,t0,tempc0,tempe0,tempr,tmax,
> row,rw,
> volumr,volse,volsc,volmc0,volme0,y10,y20
c
c Get input data
pi=4.*atan(1.)
n=1.0
spr=0.5
call input (1m1,1m2)
presc=patm
prese=patm
preseb=patmvei=volme0
vci=volmc0
cSet initial conditions tO, displacement, velocity
c
t=t0
yl=y10
dyl=dy10
y2=y20
dy2=dy20
c
c gas springs and damping coefficients
c
sk2a= spr *gama *(patmo) *(area)* *2 /volme0
c2=2.*me*zta*sqrt(sk2a/spr/me)
amplit=0.35*cl
w=wesqrt(sk2a/spr/me)
tmax=tmax*2*pi
imax=int((tmax-t0)/h)
c
do 100 i=1,imax
c .compression side
c.
c
y1=-amplit*sin(w*t)
volumc=area*(c1/2.+y1)
tempc=tempc0*(volmcO/volumc)**(n-1.)
presc=r*massgc*tempc/volumc
c prese=massge*r*tempe/volume
c
.mass flow
masflw=msflwk*(presc-prese)
wshear=abs((presc-prese) *masflw)/row
.expansion side
c
massgc=massgc-masflw
massge=massge+masflw
presc=massgc*r*tempc/volumc
prese=massge*r*tempeO/volme0
fp2=-area*(prese-patmo)
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call rk4(t,h,me,c2,sk2a,fp2,dy2,y2)
volume=area*(e1/2.-y2)
tempe=tempe0*(volme0/volume)* * (n-1.)
voleb=area*(e1/2.+y2)
tmpeb=tmpeb0*(voleb0 /voleb)**(n-1.0)
preseb=masebk*tmpeb*r/voleb
tmpeb0=tmpeb
tempe0=tempe
tempc0=tempc
volme0=volume
volmc0=volumc
prese=massge*r*tempe/volume
voleb0=voleb
c
t=t+h
100 continue
c. Phase shift calculations
dy1=-amplit*w*cos(w*(t-h))
dyv1=dyl
dyv2=dy2
yv2=y2
pe0=prese
pc0=presc
peb0=preseb
veb0=voleb
vc0=volumc
ve0=volume
flag1=0
flag2=0
wc=0.
we=0.
wdb=0.
qb=0.
qc=0.
qe=0.
ws=0.0
qclost=0.0
do 200 i2=i,(i+20./w/h)C
c
y 1 =-amplit*sin(w*t)
dy1=-amplit*w*cos(w*t)
volumc=area*(c1/2.+y 1)
vc 1=volumc
c
tempc=tempc0*(volmcO/volumc)**(n- 1 .)
c
presc=massgc*r*tempc/volumc
pc 1=presc
c mass flow
masflw=msflwk*(presc-prese)
wshear=abs((presc-prese)*masflw)/row
c
c expansion side
c
massgc=massgc-masflw
massge=massge+masflw
presc=massgc*r*tempc/volumc
prese=massge*r*tempeO/volme0
c
fp2=-area* (prese-patmo)
c
call rk4(t,h,me,c2,sk2a,fp2,dy2,y2)
c
c
c
c
volume=area*(e1/2.-y2)
tempe=tempe0*(volme0/volume)** (n- 1 .)
prese=massge*r*tempe/volume
voleb =area* (el/2. +y2)
vebl=voleb
tmpeb=tmpeb0*(volebO/voleb)**(n- 1 .)
preseb=masebk*r*tmpeb/voleb
pebl=preseb
volmc0=volumc
tempc0=tempc
tempe0=tempe
pel=prese
volme0=volume
ye 1=volume
tmpeb0=tmpeb
voleb0=voleb
if ((dyv 1 *dy 1) .1e. 0.) then
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flagl=flag1+1
time 1(fl ag1)=t
vall(flag1)=y1
valdl(flagl) =dyl
endif
if ((dyv2*dy2) .le. 0.) then
flag2=flag2+1
time2(flag2)=t
val2(flag2)=y2
vald2(flag2)=dy2
endif
if ((flagl .ge. 5) .and. (flag2 .ge. 5)) then
phase=(timel(2)-time2(2))*w*180.0/pi
magnit=(abs(val2(3)-va12(2)))/(amplit/cl*el)
if (phase .gt. 0.) then
phase=phase-180.
endif
go to 210
endif
ktemp=2.0*rw*hconv/(abs(masflw/h)/nchanl*cp)
cltemp=btemp-(ktemp*btemp-atemp)/ktemp
c2temp=(ktemp*btemp+atemp)/ktemp
c2temp=(tempc-atemp*rl-c2temp)/exp(ktemp*r1)
tincmp=c1temp*exp(-ktemp*r1)+atemp*r1+(ktemp*btemp-atemp)/ktemp
tinexp= c2temp+(ktemp*btemp+atemp)/ktemp
if ((flagl .eq. 1) .or. (flagl .eq. 2)) then
wc=wc+0.5*(vc1-vc0)*(pc0+pc1)
if (masflw .ge. 0. )then
qc=qc+0.5*(vc1-vc0)*(pc0+pc1)-masflw*(cv*tempc-cp*tincmp)
else
qc=qc+0.5*(vc1-vc0)*(pc0+pc1)-masflw*r*tempc
endif
endif
if ((flag2 .eq. 1) .or. (flag2 .eq. 2)) then
we=we+0.5*(ve1-ve0)*(pe0+pe1)
wdb=wdb+0.5*c2*(dy2+dyv2)*(y2-yv2)
qb=wdb137
ws=ws+0.5*(wshear+wsher0)
if (masflw .ge. 0.) then
qe=qe+0.5*c2*(dy2+dyv2)*(y2-yv2)+masflw*r*tempe
else
qe=qe+0.5*c2*(dy2+dyv2)*(y2-yv2)+masflw*(cp*tinexp-cv*tempe)
endif
qclost=qclost+q1cond
endif
dyv1=dyl
dyv2=dy2
yv2=y2
ve0=vel
pe0=pel
vc0=vc1
pc0=pc1
wsher0=wshear
t=t+h
vtot=volume+volumc
c write(10,68) volume/vei,prese/patm,volumc/vci,presc/patm
c write(10,66)t/pi,y1/amplit,y2/amplit,prese/patm,
c> volume/vei,presc/patm,volumc/vci,qe,wdb,wc
cwrite(10,66)t/pi,tincmp,tinexp,masflw,y1/2./amplit,y2/2./amplit
66 format (10(e18.9))
67 format (6(e18.9))
68 format (4(e18.9))
200continue
210 cop=(qe-qclost)/(-wc-wdb)
cop2=(qe-qclost-ws)/(-wc-wdb)
copc=tempe/(tempc-tempe)
c write (*,*)wr,c2, phase,magnit,qe,q1cond,cop,wdb,ws
return
end
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B.3 Runge-Kutta Scheme
This subroutine RK4 shows the standard Runge-Kutta scheme of the forth order
(RK-4) written to solve the equation of motion of the expansion piston. The equation of
motion is a second order, so it is broken down to a system of two equations of the first
order. The main variables used in this subroutine are listed in Table B-III.
Table B-III: Variables in RK4
C Damping coefficient
Dy First derivative of the location variable (velocity)
Fp Force acting on the piston
H Integration time step
Ka spring constant
M Mass of the piston
T Time
Y Location variable139
subroutine rk4(t,h,m,c,ka,fp,dy,y)
c Define the system to be integrated I f2=y",f1=y1
doubleprecision c,dy,dy1,dy2,dy3,dy4,f1,f2,fp,h
,ka,m,r1,r2,r3,r4
,s 1 ,s2,s3,s4,t
,y, y 1 ,y2, y3 , y4
c.
c.1st step
c. 2nd step
c. 3rd step
c. 4th ste
c. update
f2(t,y,dy)=1/m*(fp-c*dy-ka*y)
fl (t,y,dy) =dy
r1=f2(t,y,dy)
dyl=dy+0.5*h*r1
sl=f1(t,y,dy)
y 1=y+0.5*h*s 1
r2=f2 (t+0.5*h,y 1 ,dy 1)
dy2=dy+0.5*h*r2
s2=f1 (t+0.5*h,y 1 ,dy 1)
y2=y+0.5*h*s2
r3= f2(t +.5 *h,y2,dy2)
dy3 =dy +.5 *h *r3
s3=f 1 (t+.5*h,y2,dy2)
y3=y+0.5*h*s3
r4=f2(t+h,y3,dy3)
dy4=dy+(h/6.)*(r4+2.*(r3 +r2)+r 1)
s4=f 1 (t+h,y3,dy3)
y4= y +(h/6.)* (s4 +2. *(s3 +s2) +s 1)
dy=dy4
y=y4
return
end
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B.4 Input Subroutine
This subroutine contains the basic set of the input operational and design
parameters. The values of the variables listed in this subroutine are to be fixed through
the simulation. The main variables used in this subroutine are listed in Table B-IV.
Table B-IV: Variables in INPUT
area Cross sectional area of the expansion piston As
cl Stroke of the compression cylinder lc
cp and cv Specific heats at constant pressure and volume
diamtr Diameter of the expansion piston
dy Velocity of the expansion piston
el Stroke of the expansion cylinder le
gama Specific heats ratio y
h Integration time step
hconv Convective heat transfer coefficient h
lml and 1m2 Operational parameters (length ratios)
mascbk and masebkMass of the fluid trapped behind compression and
expansion pistons, respectively141
Table B-IV: (continued)
massgc and massge Mass of the working fluid in compression and expansion
spaces respectively
mastot Total mass of the working fluid
me and me Mass of the compression and expansion pistons
mue Dynamic viscosity p,
nchanal Number of channels in the regenerator
patm Charging pressure
R Ideal gas constant
rh Height of the regenerator passage hr
rl Length of the regenerator passage 1r
row Density of the working fluid p
rw Width of the regenerator passage wr
tO and tmax Start and end times of simulation period
tempc0 and tempe0 Initial temperatures at the compression and expansion
spaces, respectively
tempr Average temperature of the regenerator
thick Thickness of the regenerator passages tr
thmk Thermal conductivity of the regenerator material
volmc0, volme0,
volsc and volse
Initial volumes of the compression and expansion spaces
volumr Volume of the regenerator142
subroutine input (lml,1m2)
doubleprecision gama,area,e1,c1,dy10,dy20,h,mascbk,massgc,massge,
> masebk,mastot,mc,me,patm,r,r140,tempc0,tempe0,tempr,tmax,
> row,rw,rh,mue,msflwk,diamtr,t1unk,thick,q1cond,
> volumr,volse,volsc,volmc0,volme0,y10,y20,
> hconv,atemp,btemp,cp,cv,patmo,1m1,1m2
integer nchanl
c Set up common block for input data
common/in/ area, atemp,btemp,c1,cp,cv,dy10,dy20,e1, gama,
> h,hconv,mascbk,massgc,massge,masebk,mastot,mc,me,msflwk,
> nchanl,patm,patmo,q1cond,r,r140,tempc0,tempe0,tempr,tmax,
> row,rw,
> volurnr,volse,volsc,volmc0,volme0,y10,y20
cl=e1
r1=e1
el=.05
cl =lml *el
r1=1m2*el
diamtr=.0416
rw=1/3.*diamtr
rh=100.0e-6
thick=30.0e-6
nchanl =250
me=0.8/1.
thmk=50.
gama=1.4
r=287.0
cp=1004.5
cv=cp-r
area=3.1415/4.*(diamtr)**2
cwrite (*,*) 'enter rh'
cread (*,*) rh
row=1.0
h=.00001
mc=0.0887
mue=2.e-5
patmo=1.01325e5
patm=2.0*patmo
t0=0.
tempc0=290.
tempe0=273.
c tempe0=1m2*tempc0143
c.
c.
tempr=280.
tmax=.811*3.15
volmc0=area*c1/2.
volme0=area*e1/2.
volumr =2. *volme0
y 10=0.
dy 1 0=0.
y20=.0
dy20=0.
msflwk=row*nchan1*(rh)**3*rw/12.0/mue/rl*h
qlcond=h*thmk*rw*thick*(nchan1+1)*(tempc0-tempe0)/r1
hconv=50.
atemp.(tempc0-tempe0)/r1
btemp=tempe0
volsc=c1/2.*area
volse=e1/2.*area
mascbk=patm*volsc/r/tempc0
masebk=patmo*volse/r/tempe0
massge=patm*volme0/r/tempe0
massgc=patm*volmc0 /r/tempc0
mastot=massge+massgc+patm*nchan1*(rh*rl*rw)/r/tempr
return
end
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